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The New England Farmer claims that
the continued raising of crops without
the feeding of animals tends to impoverish both farm and farmer. Is
that sound teaching? Has that aged, yet
we trust never old, champion of advance
agriculture failed to catoh on to the
farming of the passing day? Does It not
see what the intelligence of the present
day farmer Is accomplishing in the way
of crop production? Can't it get away
from the traditions of the past far
enough to see what the ligbt of our
later knowledge is opening up to view?
Our knowledge of "feeding the plant,"
put into farm practice, is developing a
new agriculture in all lines of crop production. It is showing that successful
farming is no longer dependent upon
stock husbandry. Prof. Stockbridge,
now almost a half century ago, illuminated crop production with a new light.
While in our blindness we were slow in
taking in the new idea of "feeding the
plant," yet through all these years it
bas been growing upon us, till it bas
come to be an important factor in supplying the world with the products of
the soil.
In reviewing what this new agriculture is accomplishing at the present
time in the growing of crops without
the aid of stock husbandry, we have
only to look around us and note what is
being accomplished. The vast and still
increasing vegetable and fruit production of the southern states for northern
consumption has little or no association
with stock on the farm. The extensive
potato and vegetable production of
Long Island, for New York consumption, is largely independent of a cattle
husbandry on the same territory. Note
what the Rhode Island Experiment Station is illustrating to the kind holders
of that state in the matter of hay production. See what Western New York
fruit growing. Coming
is doing in
down to our own state see what Franklin County is doing with sweet com
production, and what Aroostook County
has taught us in growing potatoes without
a
stock
husbandry. Thus the
knowledge of the present day of feeding
the plant has led the farmer out of the
necessity of a dependence on feeding
animals in order to keep up profitable
crop production.—Maine Farmer.
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too many inferior cows now kept on oui
farui*. Yet the claim uow so frequently r
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the cows know it is false and therefor*
unworthy of intelligent attention.
In the first place nowhere in the wid» ,
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two problems from the same formula
The growing of fodders for the feed oi
4 WHEELER.
dairy cows is just as much a part of the
business of dairying as is that of milking
A.'oraeys and Counsellors at Law,
the cows. The question then is the cost
•sOITH PAK1S. MAINS.
of producing or furnishing this homt
Alton C. Wheeler.
s Wright.
grown feed to the cows. The price they
will sell for on the market has no mort
to do with the cost of feeding than bat
&
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tbe use finally made of the milk. Here
is where false figuring leads to incorrect
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Mathematical calculation*
conclusions.
H' h Street, South Paris, Maine.
can be made on tbe cost of milk, but
Telephone 111-13.
milk cannot be made on mathematics.
It takes feed to make milk, and the cost
Maps and Plan» made to order.
f tht· tluibcrianta an<l pocket mapa of of the milk gauged by the cost of placr».
ing the needed feed before the cows and
uuty for sale.
P: j Usher· of the Atlaaof Maine.)
not what it will sell for on the market.
No man has ever been smart enough
to run a large dairy business on a farm
at a distance from a large city at a profit
and purchase all the feed consumed by
tbe market. Yet it
the cows from
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
would be incorrect to claim that dairying cannot be a profitable business.
and
This mix-up, misunderstanding
false reasoning all comes from confusÂ
cost.
with
actual
market
vilue
ing
lecture on dairying would fall fiat if the
speaker should tell his hearers they
all of them losing
were substantially
money—growing poorer—out of their
business.
K:iu!s of Pipe Repairing, Lead
We look for much knowledge to be
and Iron.
gained from the cow-testing now being
put iu organization in this state. Such
Telephone 134-11.
testing conducted uuder fixed rules will
afford reliable information of the comparative value of cows in a herd. This
J. WALDO NASH,
is tbe main thing sought through this
organized work. Iu figuring the actual
profit from the individual cows, however, comparisons will be unreliable and
valueless unless the different cows are
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
fed from the same fodders. This is
the case with cows of the same
NORWAY. usually
ί lephon· Connection.
herd, but not so with cows belonging in
different herds. Silage for instance is
figured at cost of producing for the reason it has no established market value.
Hence a cow in one herd fed principally
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Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.
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FOR SALE.

story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
< onsuts of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the streer,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
■'omnianding a tine view. A spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
»l<lress, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
1

Maine.
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The Consolidated Farm School.
During the last quarter of a century
this country has spent twenty-live million dollars in agricultural research, and
other countries a similar amount. In
the next tweuty-live years two hundred
and fifty millions will be spent in this
country, aud more tlriu a like amount in
I other countries. The knowledge which
arises from this research work is coming
to have its effect, and even the little
rural school is beginning to change its
complexion, to change its point of view,
to become more practical. The country
is coming to believe more in country
life, and the schools are seeing the wisdom of doing something to keep the
country people from forsaking their own
business and their ancestral homes for
the city. The little rural school is taking up with some success the subjects
of farming aud farm home making, but
A
for that the school is not adequate.
much better system is developing in a
most encouraging and even surprising
way. I speak of the consolidated farm
school.
There are probably well established
upward to :500,000 one room rural
schools in this country. About twothirds of these could be converted into
something like .'50,(XX) consolidated farm
schools, and leave remaining in the
more isolated districts IU0,(XX> or more
of the little rural schools.
The great problem in country life
education is the consolidation of these
rural schools and financing the increased expense resulting therefrom. This is
not impossible; it is not impracticable
and the American people are going to do
it. Already approximately *R)0 of such
schools are in operation. The Department of Agriculture for two years has
had a man
traveling among these
schools, and the kuowledge gained js one
ever
of the most inspiring things
brought out in connection with country
life education. The evidence is clear
that the consolidated farm school is
with us to multiply aud be a permauent
and most beneficent institution. There
are only a few of these COO consolidated
rural schools in which the industrial
work is yet adequately organized but
they are showing us how this work can
these
be established. The cost of
schools is quite large, but the expendiincrease the economic
so
ture will
efficiency of American farm communities that it will be more than justified
by the better living and better rural
social ami general conditions as well as
by the larger output of farm products.
There is no question in my mind that
the American people will find some way
to finance these schools.—W. M. Hays,
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, in
Turf, Farm and Home.
We wish every farmer in Maine who
has to do with the handling of livestock, especially young stock, would
teaching
realize the importance of
their colts and calves the importance of
being led readily and safely. To our
great surprise we often visit a presumedly good farm and find that hardly
a heifer or young cow knows what it is
to be led by a halter, and very many
times an otherwise well broken colt has
to be bridled before be will follow the
halter. Colts and calves
lead of a
should be taught at a very early age that
a baiter is the oonnecting link between
them and those who care for them ob
the farm. A very great lot of annoyance could be saved if this method-could
be adopted, for It ought to be much
easier to lead an animal than to drive
them, and certainly is more conducive
to the best methods of controlling live
stock. We visited a sheep man the
other day who opened a door and took
out several members of a valuable flock
calling them by name, and exhibiting
them in the barn floor as you would
neat stock.
George Aitken, the Vermont wizard, exhibits his prize hogs in
a similar manner, showing his complete
control over each and every head o(
live stock in his great flocks and herd·.
The teaching of these methods requires
but sJght care and attentiou on tie part
of those who handle them, and if once
adopted and persisted In for any length
of time never will be abandoned.—Turf,
Farm and Home.
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glaesee, consult roe.
Come here. Why? Because my successful experience ami
special
knowledge In the optical business enable* me
to adjust quickly to the most delicate vision a
properly titled i«ns. Consultations or examinaof

tions free.

dr. parmenter
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. lJM.

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood A Fort»··, South Pert·.

The well-posted farmer will considei
mouoy well spent in securing an abnn
dant supply of pure water at both houst
and barns. Ho will not even try to get
along with an insufficient or inferioia
supply. Plenty of good water I·
necessity.—New England Farmer.
There must be a conscientious oleanli
in the dairy In hot weather.—New
England Farmer.
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as displeased. A man
of less culture and poise and
wealth would have sworn, but
Blinker always
remembered
that he was a gentleman, a thing that
uo gentleman should do. 80 he merely
looked bored and sardonic while he
rode iu a hansom to the center of disturbance, which was the Broadway
office of Lawyer Oldport, who was
agent for the Blinker estate.
"I don't see," said Blinker, "why 1
should be always signing confounded
papers. 1 am packed and was to have
left for the North woods this morning
Now I must wait until tomorrow mornlug. 1 hate night trains. My best rators are of course at the bottom Of
some unidentifiable trunk
It Is a plot to
drive me to buy rum and a tnonologuing, thumb banded barber. Give me a
_pen that doesn't scratch. I hate pens
that scratch."
"Sit down." said double chinned,
gray Lawyer Oldport "The worst has
not been told you. Ob, the hardships
of the rich! The papers are not yet
ready to sign. They will be laid before
you tomorrow at 11. You will miss
another day. Twice shall the barber
tweak the helpless nose of a Blinker.
Be thankful that your sorrows do not
embrace a hair cut"
"If," said Blinker, rising, "the act did
uot luvolve more signing of papers 1
would take uiy business out of your
hands at once. Give me a cigar, please."
"If." said Lawyer Oldport, "I had
cared to see an old friend's sou gulped
down at one mouthful by sharks I
would have ordered you to take It
away long ago. Now let's quit fooling,
Alexander. Besides the grinding task
of signing your name some thirty times
tomorrow. I must Impose upon you the
consideration of a matter of business—
of business and I may say humanity
or right. I spoke to you about this five
years ago, but you would not llnten.
You were in a hurry for a coaching

BLINKER

wish to see the inlluence that
has had on the improvement of
cattle we have only to look at the differeut breeds that have been developed
The subject has come up
from one common ancestry through his trip, I think.
The skillful
efforts.
dairyman who ■gain. The property"—
"Ob, property!" Interrupted Blinker.
breeds intelligently and gives, the proper
care and feed to -his calves is the one
"Dear Mr. Oldport, I think you menwho will constantly improve bis herd.
Let's have it all at
tioned tomorrow.
The calf should be taken from its oue dose tomorrow—signatures and
<lam when from one to two days old.
property auil snappy rubber bauds and
For the first two weeks it should be fed
that smelly sealing wax and all. Have
about
Feed
milk.
its
mother's
only on
the
When
a
to
ten
jnche<y with me? Well, I'll try to
day.
pounds
eight
.•emeinber to drop in at 11 tomorrow.
sweet
is
and
used
centrifugal separator
skim milk is available, the latter may Morning."
be substituted for a part of the whole
The Blinker wealth was in lauds,
milk when the calf is two weeks old. tenements aud hereditaments, as the
By making the chance gradually, skim legal phrase got>s. Lawyer Oldport had
milk may be substituted for all of the
once taken Altxauder in his little pulwhole milk by the time the calf is from
monary gasoliue runabout to see the
or
fat
As
the
old.
weeks
three to four
many buildings and rows of buildings
cream has been removed from the skim
milk, it is necessary to replace this with that he owned In the city, for Alexan
For this we have found a der was sole heir. They had amused
some food.
mixture of equal parte by weight of Blinker very much. The houses lookcorn meal, wheat bran, and oat meal ed so Incapable of producing the big
About two table- sums of
vrry satisfactory.
money that Lawyer Oldport
spoonfuls should be mixed with the kept piling up lu banks for him to
skim milk just before it is fed. This
spend.
can be gradually increasod as the calf
'ICIIt
IV/ Wltl
Hit?
I'lililg Ililiiuci
<rows older. Regularity îh a necessary
No
condition to success in calf raising. of his clubs. Intending to dine.
The calves should be fed at the same body was there except some old fogies
time each day. Very little more skim playing whist who spoke to him with
milk should be fed than whole milk grave politeness and glared at him
when the change is made and it should with savage contempt. Everybody was
always bo fed warm. It should be out of town. Hut here he was kept
about the same temperature as milk
In like a schoolboy to write his name
when first drfRvn from the cow, and
over and over on pieces of paper. His
should be perfectly sweet. The feeding
pail should be kept scrupulously clean wounds were deep.
Blinker turned his back on the fogies
by scalding once a day. The calf should
be taught to eat as soon as possible, and said to the club steward who had
which may be done by putting a little come forward with some nonsense
meal in its mouth just after feeding the about cold fresh salmon roe:
skim milk. Λ mixture of bran, oats and
"Syrnous, I'm going to Coney Iscorn meal makes a desirable feed for
land.
He sjtid H as one might say:
eat
to
the calf. It should be' allowed
"All's off. I'm going to jump Into the
be
should
calf
it
will.
The
the
all
hay
river."
kept in a comfortable bam during cold
The Joke pleased Symons. lie laugh
and rainy weather. While it should not
be fat, it should be kept in a thrifty, ed within a sixteenth of a note of the
growing condition.—Lewiston Journal. audibility permitted by the laws govIf

we

man

Moses Young,

the

Hereford

"cattle

king," recently sold a pair of two-yearold, purebred Hereford steers for 9155.
A tub or a barrel often drops down
for want of a hoop. If everybody knew

how easy it is to make a hoop from a
wije—perhaps a piece of waste telegraph wire often Been by the roadside—
the work would not wait. Simply bend
the wire around the tub to measure it,
Then drive
remove it and twist it fast.
it on like a hoop; drive it fast. Then
drive, not break, and being galvanized
will last indefinitely.
If a farmer is not better than other
men, it is his own fault, for he lives
closer to the heart of nature. He hears
the voice of God every day, in sweet
communion with the trees, the brooks^
the sky. He beholds the glory God has
painted ; he sniffs fragrance from Heaven.
How can he help being good?
Those whose work afield requires
their early rising, enjoy the moat beautiful part of the day. The pictnre of
daybreak illuminating the eastern sky,
and the sun breaking through the miste
of dawn, is one never to be forgotten,
and it is one so illusive that painters
have tried in vain adequately to put it
on canvas.

When the

hot and
to go at cross

day is particularly

trying, and things

seem

purposes, think of something pleasant.
Just draw a mental picture of the afterharvest outing that you and your good
wife and your boys and girls are going
to have.
Remember that love sweetens
labor.
How about that garden? Some farmit fiddling work to
ers seem to think
bother with a garden, and. yet they
greatly enjoy the fresh vegetables. It
always riles us to see a farmer buying
vegetables or berries from the truck
peddler, when he could easily have
them fresh out of his own garden.—
#
Lewiston Journal.

■
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silage figured

another fed chiefly on good bay at market value the cost of keep would be unreliable in a comparison. It is a wellknown law that unlike substances are
not comparable.—Maine Farmer.
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Another round of the battle between
the medical experts
concerning the
value of tuberculin treatment of bovines
is completed in a recent number of the
Farmer. As a layman we do not feel
qualified to criticise or endorse the
views of either, although in point of
numbers a considerable majority of
those who are students of the subject
hold to the views of Dr. Young and
contend with bim that tuberculin ie the
surest remedial agent now known by
which bovine tuberculoais can be detected and by means of such detection the
herds be kept free from a disease which
those of Dr. Young'· belief consider a
deadly menace to the public health.
Whoever is right, the question is one
that may claim the best thought, and
study of men of their capabilitiee. Dr.
Young has great weight of scientific
authorities on his side and Dr. Smead a
long life-time of the most practical kind
of investigative knowledge gained by
studying and treating the animals themsclves. The Farmer feels assured that
such a discussion will help lead to more
light.—Maine Farmer.
A good cheap blacking for harness,
which is {ο be applied with a sponge and
polished with a brash, is prepared as
follows: Melt 4 ounces of mutton suet
with 12 ounces of beeswax, then add 12
ounces of sugar candy, 4 ounces of soft
soap dissolved in a little water and 2
ounces of finely powdered indigo. This,
when well mixed, ir thinned oat with
half a pint of turpentine. Frequent apof this mixture will render the
plications
harness waterproof and greatly increase
its durability.
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erning employees.
"Certainly, sir,"

"Of
he tittered.
course, sir. 1 think I can see you at
Coney. Mr. Winker."
Blinker got a paper and looked up
the movements of Sunday steamboats.
I hen he found a cab at the first corner
He
and drove to a North river pier.
stood In line, as democratic as you or
1. and iMjught a ticket and was tram
plod upon and shoved forward until at
last he found biuivelf on the upper
île.·!; of the boat starlug brazenly at a
irirl who sat alone upon a camp stool.
But Blinker did not Intend to be braThe iilrl was so wonderfully good
zen
looking that he forgot for one minute
rhat he was the prince Incog, and be-

haved just as he did iu society.
She was looking at him, too. and not
severely. A puff of wind threatened
He caught it
Blinker's straw hat.
warily and settled it again. The
movement gave the effect of a bow
The girl nodded and smiled, and In another Instant he was seated at her
She was dressed all in white
side.
She was paler than Blinker Imagined
milkmaids and girls of humble sta-

tions to be, but she was as tidy as a
cherry blossom, and her steady, supremely frank gray eyes looked out
from the Intrepid depths of an un-

shadowed and untroubled soul.
"How dare you raise your hat to
me?' she asked, with a smile-redeem
ed severity.
But be
"I didn't." Blinker said.
quickly covered the mistake by extending it to "I didn't know how to
keep from it after I saw you."
"I do not allow gentlemen to sit by
me to whom I have uot been Introduced." she said, with a sudden haugh
tiuess that deceived him. He rose reluctantly. but her clear, teasing laugh
brought him down to his chair again
"I guess you weren't going far," she

declared,

with beauty's magnificent
self confidence.
"Are you going to Couey Island?"
asked Blinker.
She turned upon him wide
"Me!"
open eyes full of bantering surprise
"Why, what a question! Can't you
sée that I'm ridiug a bicycle In the
park?" Her drollery took the form of

impertinence.

"And I am laying brick on a tall
factory chimney." said Blinker. "May
I'm ail
not we see Coney together?

alone, and I've never been there before."
"It depends," said the girl, "on how
nicely you behave. I'll consider your
application uutll we get there."
Blinker took palus to provide against
He
the rejection of his application.
strove to please. To adopt the metaphor of his nonsensical phrase, be laid
brick upon brick on the tall chimney
of his devoirs until at length the strucThe
ture was stable and complete.
manuers of the best society come
around finally to simplicity, and as the
girl's way was that naturally tbey
were on a mutual plane of communication from the beginning.
He learned that she was twenty and
her name was Florence, that she trimmed bats In a millinery shop, that she
lived ta a furnished room with her
best chum, Ella, who was cashier In a

store, and that a glass of milk
tbe bottle ou the window sill and
an egg tbat bolls Itself while you twist
up jour balr make a breakfast good
enough for any one. Florence laughed
when she heard "Blinker."
"Well." she said, "It certainly shows
It gives
tbat you bave imagination.
fhe Smiths a chance for a little rest,

anyhow."

They landed at Coney and were dashed on the crest of α great human wave
of mad pleasure seekers lut ο the walks
and avenues of fairyland gone Into
vaudeville.
With a curious eye, a critical mind
and a fairly withheld Judgment Blinker
considered the temples, pagodas and
Ilol
kiosks of popularized delights.
pollol trampled, hustled and crowded
Basket parties bumped him
him.
Sticky children tumbled, howling, under bis feet, candying bis clothes. Insolent youths, strolling among tbe
booths with bard won canes under one
arm and easily won girls on tbe other,
blew defiant emoke from cheap cigars
into hi· face. The publicity gentlemen
with megaphones, each before bis own
stupendous attraction, roared like Niagara in his ears. Music of all kinds
that could be tortured from brass, reed,
hide or string fought In the air to gain
space for Its vibrations agnlnst Its comBut what held Blinker In
petitors
awful fascination was tbe mob, the
multitude, tbe proletariat, shrieking

struggling, hurrying, panting, hurling
Itself in Incontinent frenzy, with un

abashed abandon, into the ridiculous
sham palaces of trumpery and tinsel
pleasures. The vulgarity of it, its bru
tal overriding of all the teuets of repression and taste tbat were held by
his caste, repelled him strongly.
In the midst of bis disgust be turned
and looked down at Florence by his
side. She was ready with her quick
smile und upturned happy eyes, as
bright and clear us the water in trout
pools. The eyes were saying that they
had tbe right to be shining and happy,
for was their owner not with her tfor
the present) man, her gentleman friend
and holder of the keys to tbe enchanted
city of fun?
Blinker did not read her look nceu
rately, but by some miracle be sud

saw Coney aright.
Ile no longer saw a mass of vulgnrl
ans seeking gross joys. Ile now looked
clearly upon a hundred thousand true
Their offenses were wiped
idealists.
Counterfeit though the garish
out.

deuly

joys of these spangled temples were
he perceived that deep under Hie gill
surface they offered saving und appo

site balm and satisfaction to tbe rest
less human heart. Here at least «»:■
the busk of romance, the empty but
shining casque of chivalry, tbe breath
catching though safe guarded dip and
flight of adventure, the magic carpet
that transports you to the realms o!
fairyland, though its Journey Ικ·
through but a few poor yards of space
Ile no longer saw a rabble, but Ids
brothers seeking the Ideal Thi re was
no magic of poesy here or of art. but

tbe glamour of their imagination tur
yellow calico into cioiu ui koki anu
the megaphones into the silver irum
pets of joy's heralds.
Almost bumbled. Blinker rolled up
the shirt sleeves of his mind iind joined

ed

the idealists
"You are the !ady doctor," he said to
Florence. "How shall we go aliout
doing this jolly conglomeration of fairy
tales incorporated?"
"We will Itegin there." said the princess, pointing to a fun pagoda on the
edge of the sea. "and we will take
them all in. one

by one."

They caught the S o'clock returning
boat and sat. filled with pleasant fa
tigue, against '.lie rail in the bow. lis
teniug to the Italians' fiddle and harp

■Hp, be* said, and ordered the

and children to the-bo -, where
could land first Tbe boat, very
in tbe water at tbe stern, tried
luntl.v to make bis promise good.
"Florence," said Blinker as she
him close by an arm and band, "I

thej

I

low

gal
held
lov<

you."

By Ο. HENRY.

"That's what they all say," she re

piled lightly.

"1 am not one of 'they all,'" he per
8b»«d. "I never knew any one 1 could
love before. I could pass my life with
1 aa
you and be happy every day.
rich. I can make things all right foi

you."

"That'9 what they all say," said the
girl again, weaving the words into bet

little reckless song.
"Don't say that again," said Blinker
in a tone that made ber look at bim Id
frank surprise.
"Why shouldn't I lay it?" she asked
calmly. "They all do."
"Who are 'they?'" be asked. Jealous
for the first time in his existence.
"Why, the fellows I know."
"Do you know so

many?"

"Ob. well, I'm not

a

wallflower," she

answered, with modest complacency.
"Where do you see these—these men7
At your home?"
"Of course not I met them just as I
did you—sometimes on the boat, sometimes in the park, sometimes on tbe
street I'm a pretty good Judge of a
man. I can tell In a minute if a fellow
Is one who Is likely to get fresh."
"
"What do you mean by 'fresh?'
"Why. try to kiss you—me, 1 mean."
"Do any of them try that?" asked
Blinker, clinching hl9 teeth.
"Sure. All men do. You know that"
"Do you allow them ?"
"Some; not many. They won't take
you out anywhere unless you do."
She turned her bead and looked

eearchingly at Blinker. Her eyes

were

[Copyright, 1906, by the 8. S. McCluro Co.]
in the depths of
the big city, where the unquiet
dregs are forever being shaken
together, youug Murray and the
captain bad met and become friends.
Moth were at the lowest ebb popsto;e
to their fortunes, both bad fallen fio n
.:t least an intermediate heaven o? re-

SOMEWHERE

confused Impression of walking witli
the girl through quiet crosstowu streets
until she stopped at a corner and held
out her hand.
"I live just one uiore block over.'

il

barrels. I"—
"Cheese It," said the captain harshly
"I'm not hogging It yet. It's all on the
outside. I went around on Essex and
proposed marriage to that Catriua

and importance, and both
typical products of the monstrous and peculiar social curriculum
of their overweening and bumptious

spectability
were

civic alma mater.
The captain was no longer α captain.
One of those sudden moral cataclysms
that sometimes sweep the city had
Vurled him from a high and profitable

plucks a strauge kitten from her uest
and cast bim aspbaltwurd. This seems
But ufter that he ac
low enough.
quired a pair of cloth top. button cou
gress gaiters and wrote complaining
letters to the ne\vspu|>ers. And then
he fought the attendant at the municipal lodging house who tried to
give bim a bath. When Murray first
saw bim be was holding the hand of
an

garlic

.«

I..I»

I-..»

—.11,.

Λ»

I,Id

n(H„|0|

spruceness, made a deep .furrow in hi-<
Tin* captain's shoes
circumference.
lu a smothered bass
were buttouless.
he cursed his star of ill luck.
Murray, ut his side, was shrunk Into
ills dingy and ragged suit of blue
île
Ilia hat wus pulled low.
serge.
sat quiet and a little Indistinct, like

she said. "Thank you fora very pleasant afternoon."
muttered
Blinker
something and
plunged northward till he found a cab
A big gray church loomed slowly at some ghost that hud been disposhis right. Blinker shook his flst at it sessed.
"I'm hungry," growled the cuptaln.
through the wludow.
"1 gave you a thousand dollars last "By the top Birloin of the bull of Baweek," he cried under his breath, "and shan, I'm starving to death! Right
she meets them In your very doers! now I could eat a Bowery restaurant
There is something wrong; there Is Hear through to the stovepipe in the
Can't you think of nothing,
something wrong."
alley.
You sit there with your
At 11 the next day Blinker signed his Murray?
name thirty times with a new pen pro
shoulders scrunched up, giving an imitation of Reginald Vanderbllt driving
vided by Lawyer Oidport.
"Now let me go to the woods," he his coach. What good are them airs

said surlily.
doing you now? Think of some place
"You are not looking well," said Law
we can get something to chew."
"The trip will do you
"You forget, my dear captain," said
yer Oidport
good. But listen, if you will, to that Murray without moving, "that our last
little matter of business of which I attempt at dining was at my suggesspoke to you yesterday and also tive tion."
"You bet it was!" groaned the capyears ago. There are some buildings,
.fifteen in number, of which there are tain. "You bet your life it was! Have
new Ave year leases to he signed
you got any more like that to make—
Your father contemplated a chHiige In hey?"
the lease provisions, but never made It.
"I admit we failed," sighed Murray
He intended that the parlors of these "I was sure Malone would be good for
bouses should not be sublet, but that one more free lunch after the way be
the tenants should be allowed to use talked baseball with me the last time
them^or reception rooms. These houses I spent a nickel In his establishment."
are in the shopping district and are
"I had this hand," said the captain,
mainly tenanted by young working extendlug the unfortunate membergirls. As it is, they are forred to seek "I had this band ou the drumstick of
companionship outside. This row of λ turkey and two sardine sandwiches
red brick"—
when them waiters grabbed us."
Blinker Interrupted him with a loud,
"I was within two inches of the
discordant laugh.
olive·," said Murray, "stuffed olives.
"Brlckdust row for an even bun
I huven't tasted one In a year."
dred!" he cried. "And I own It! Have
"What'll we do?" grumbled the capI guessed right?"
tain. "We can't starve."
"The teuants have some such name
"Can't we?" said Murray quietly.
for It." said Lawyer Oidport.
"I'm glad to hear that I was afraid
'T)iank you fora very pleasant afternoon.
Blinker arose and jammed bis bat we could."
Blinker bad throwu off all care. The down to his eyes.
"You wait here," said the captain,
"Do what you please with it," he
North woods seemed to him au uuiu
rising heavily and pufflly to his feet.
he
It.
said harshly.
"Remodel It, burn
ha hi table wilderness. What a fuss
"I'm going to try to make one more
had made over signing bis name! raze it to the ground. But, man, It's turn. You stay here till I come back,
i'ooh, he could sign it a hundred times! too late, I tell you. It's too late. It's Murray. I won't be over half an hour.
And her name was as pretty as she too late. It's too late."
If I turn the trick I'll come back
"Florence"—he said it to himwas.
Hush."
Tackle Thia On·.
self a great many times.
He made some elephantine attempts
The followlug paragraph of a hun
As the boat was neariug its pier In
at smartening his appearance. He gave
In
test
is
an
excellent
words
pro
dred
drab,
a
funneled,
two
the North river
his fiery mustache a heavenward twist;
and then go
foreign looking seagoing steamer was nunclation. Try It tirât,
he dragged iuto sluht a pair of black
In
It
word.
company
over
The
every
again,
dropping down toward the bay.
edged cuffs, deepened the crease in hi*
a
good dictionary:
boat turned its nose in toward Its slip with
middle by tightening his belt another
"Cleopatra, isolated in the oasis, hole and set off, jaunty as a toο rlil
The steamer veered as if to seek midamhad
and
acclimated
stream and then yawed, seemed to in- soon became
uoceros. across the south end of the
to contemplate all the ecocrease its speed and struck the Coney ple leisure
park.
sword.
boat on the side near the stern, cut- nomic details of her Inextricable
When he was out of sight Murray
ml
the
resisted
wound
The
allopathic
and
shock
a
terrifying
also left the park, hurrying swiftly
ting Into it with
a courteous diagnowho
gave
sogynlst,
crash.
eastward
He stopped at a building
sis and humbly craved precedence for whose
While the 600 passengers on the
steps were flanked by two green
with
a
vase
of
form
in
the
a
tiny idyl
about
tu m bl lug
boat were mostly
lights.
an aesthetic acousting apparatus. This
"A police captain named Maroney.'
the decks lu a shrieking panic the
It
but
a
like
news
book,
might
the
told
he said to the desk eergeant, "was dis
captaiu \\^is shouting at the steamer
from
in
squalor
have been a dog living
that it should not back off and leave
missed from the force after being tried
the look she launched at him when he
the rent exposed for the water to ouunder charges three years ago. I be
his address. She ate her
wrote
down
out
its
way
Jieve sentence was suspeuded. Is this
ter. But the steamer tore
breakfast and then fraternized with
man wanted now by the police?"
like a savage sawfish and cleaved its
a national expert In appendicitis, who
heartless way. full speed ahead.
"Why are ye asking?" Inquired the
the obsequies."
attended
The boat began to sink at its stern,
sergeant, with a frown.
"I thought there might be a reward
but moved slowly toward the slip
A Plot That Failed.
The paesengers were a frantic mob.
standing," explained Murray easily
to
a
of
kidnap
Queen
A story
plot
—
"I know the man well. Ile seems to
unpleasant to behold.
Victoria and turn England Into a rebe keeping himself pretty shady at
Blinker held Florence tightly until
book.
Latouche's
is told in Peter
I could lay my hands on him
the boat had righted itself. She made public
present.
Its Methods and Expo
He stood "Anarchy;
If there should l»e η re
at any time.
no sound or sign of fear.
This coup d'etat was planned
nents."
ward"—
on a camp stool, ripped off the slats
in 1888, the year of the
to
take
place
"There's no reward," Interrupted the
above his head and pulled down a
great dock strike In London, but was nergeant shortly.
"The m:.n's not
number of life preservers. He began
the success of the strlk
frustrated
by
The
wnnted.
to buckle one around Florence.
And ueltîier are ye. So gef
era and the unexpected sympathy and
out.
Ye are frlndly with um, and ye
rotteu canvas Rpllt and the fraudulent
help shown them by the moneyed
granulated cork came pouring out In classes. This did much to conciliate would l>e selling um. Out with ye
Florence caught a handful
a stream.
quick, or I'll give ye a start."
the masses, on whose help the revoof it aud laughed gleefully.
Murray gazed at the officer wltb selutionists relied.
rene and virtuous dlgnltv.
"It looks like breakfast food," she
said. "Take it off. It's no good."
"I would be simply doing my duty
Questions and Anawer·.
She unbuckled It and threw it on the
If one goat ate two low cut ahoes, as a citizen and gentleman," he said
deck. She made Blinker sit down and what would be the telephone number? ■evereij, "if I should assist the law in
eat by his side and put her hand in 1-8-2 Oxford (one ate two Oxford— laying hold of one of its offenders."
"Whnt'll you bet we don't reach Ihoee).
his
Murray hurried back to the bench in
the pier all right?" she said and beHe folded his arms and
How do guus kick without legs? the park.
?au to hum a song.
shrank within his clothes to bis ghost
They kick with their breeches.
moved
the
among
And now
captain
like presentment
What did Jack Frost say When he
th* passengers aud compelled order
Ten minutes afterwurd the captain
proposed to the violet? Wilt thou?
her
make
Tbr boat would undoubtedly
tnd It wilted.
arrived at the rendezvous, wludy and

I've iioerai inι lie uiouey you want.
structions In that respect."
"And the little matriuionlal arrangement?" saM Murray, with hie head
turned side wise.
"Why—er—well, of course your unci·

understands—expects that the engagement between you and Miss Vanderburet shall be"—
"Good night!" said Murray, moving
awaj.
"You

cried the other,
"Would you give
up two millions on account of"—
"Did you ever see her nose, old
man?" asked Murray solemnly.
Miss
"But listen to reason, Jerry.
Vanderhurst Is an heiress, and"—
"Did you ever see It?"
"Yes, I admit that ber nose isn't"—
"Good night," said Murray.
"My
friend Is waiting for me. I am quoting him when I authorize you to report that there is 'nothing doing.' Good
madman!"

catching his

arm.

night."
A wriggling line of waiting

men ex-

tended from a door In Tenth street far
tip Broadway on the outer edge of the
pavement The captain and Murray
fell in at the tail of the quivering mil-

position in the police department, ripping off his badge and buttons and
washing into the hands of his lawyers
the solid pieces of real estate that his
frugality had enabled liiui lo accumulate. The passing of the flood left bim
low and dry.
One month after his dishabililatlon η
saloon keeper plucked him by the neck
from bis free lunch counter as α tabby

Italian woman who sold apples and
on Essex street and quoting the
words of a song book ballad.
Murray's fall had been more Lucl
All tinferla η if less spectacular.
pretty, tiny little kickshaws of Gotham
The megaphone
had once been his.
man roars out at you to observe th«·
house of his uucle on a graud a no
revered avenue, but there had been an
awful row about something, and tin
prince had been escorted to the door bj
the butler, which iu said avenue Is
equivalent to the Impact of the avun
cular shoe. A weak Prince Hal, with
out inheritance or sword, he drifted
downward to met his humorless Fal
staff and to pick the crusts of the
streets with him.
One evening they sat ou a bench In
The great
a
little downtown park.
hulk of the captain, which.starvation
seemed to increase, drawing irony iu
stead of pity to his petitions for aid
of the
"The Hrst time one spoke to me on was heaped against the arm
His red
the street" she continued. "I ran home bench In a shapeless mass.
vermilion
and cried all night. But you get used face, spotted by tufts «-f
week old whiskers and topped by a
I meet a good many nice fel
to It.
I go on rainy days sagging white straw hat. looked In the
lows at church.
and stand lu the vestibule until one gloom like one of those structures that
I wish you may observe In a dark Third avecomes up with an umbrella.
there was a parlor, so I could ask you nue window, challenging your imagiAre you really nation to say whether It Ik? someto call, Mr. Blinker.
sure it isn't Smith, now?"
thing recent Iu the way of ladies' hats
A tight
The boat landed safely. Blinker bad or a strawberry shortcake.
Innocent as a child's. There was a
puzzled look in them, as though she
did not understand him.
"What's wrong about my meeting
fellows?" she asked wonderlngly.
"Everything," he answered almost
savagely. "Why don't you entertain
your compuny In the house where you
live? Is It necessary to pick up Tonj,
Dick and Ilarry on tbe streets?"
She kept ber absolutely ingenuous
eyes upon bis.
"If you could see the place where I
live you wouldn't ask that. I live In
Brk-kdust row. They call It that because there's red dust from the bricks
crumbling over everything. I've lived
there for more than four years. There's
You
no place to receive company.
can't have anybody come to your room
What else Is there to do? A girl has
got to meet the men, hasn't she?"
"Yes." be said hoarsely. "A girl has
got to met a—has got to meet the men."
as

αχ »
Uog day in Kansas.
Hie collar bad been torn away; Lis
straw bat bad been twisted und battered. bis shirt with os blood stripes
split to the waist. And from head lo
knee be was drenched with some rile
and ignoble greasy Quid that loudly
proclaimed to the nose Its component
leaven of garlic and kitchen stuff.
"For heaven's sake, captain," sniffed
Murray. "I doubt that 1 would have
waited for you If 1 had suspected you
were so desperate as to resort to swill

thunderous

womel

liped.
"Twenty feet longer thaw it was last
night," said Murray, looking up at bis
measuring angle of Grace church.
"Half an hour," growled the captain, "liefore we get our punk."
The city clocks began to strike 12
The bread line moved forward slowly.
Its leathern feet sliding on the stones
with the sound of a hissing serpent ns
they who had lived according to their
lights closed up in the rear.
An Unsought Pardon.
Among the stories of that former
governor of Texas familiarly known
us Sam Houston Is more than oue
umusing tale.
There was a financial agent of the
who had warmly opposed
penitentiary
"
"la Hull J/on AlucT h*hhUI
the election of Governor Houston, but
was particularly anxious to retain his
Now.
that's got the fruit shop there
•wu pleasantly lucrative position. Conthat business could be built up. She's
sequently the new governor was soon
a peach as far as a dago could be.
In receipt of a petition In which the
"I thought I bad that senoreena
man's years of faithful service and
what
look
but
last
sure
mashed
week,
Hpecial qualifications for the place were
I
too
1
she done to me!
got
guess
set forth in glowing terms by himself.
fresh.
Well, there's another scheme
The governor sent for him and said
queered.
gravely, "It appears from this petition
"You don't mean to say." said Mur- that
you have been In the penitentiary
ray. with Infinite contempt, "tint you eight years."
to
woman
that
married
would have
"1 have," was the reply.
help yourself out of your disgraceful
"And during that time you have pertroubles?"
formed faithfully every duty that has
"Me?" said the captalD. "I'd marry come In
your way to the best of your
the empress of China for oue bowl of
ability?"
I'd commit murder for a
chop suey.
"1 have." answered the agent, his
plate of beef stew. I'd steal a wafer courage swiftly rising.
from a waif. I'd be a Mormon for a
"Then, sir." safd the governor, with
bowl of chowder."
the air of one conferring a priceless
"I think," said Murray, resting his
favor, "I pardon you out."
head on his hands, "that I would plaj
Judas for the price of one drink of
Put Out of Commission.
whisky. For thirty pieces of silver I
Abernethy was supposed to influence
would"—
people by a lirusqnenci's amounting to
"Oh, come now," exclaimed tne capIt Is related that
absolute rudeness.
tain In dismay, "you wouldn't d<> that,
one day a very voluble lady took her
kikes
that
I
thought
always
Murray!
daughter, who was III. to see him.
squeal ou bis boss was about the low
"Which of you two wants to consult
A
ever
est down play that
happened.
tue?" said Abernethy.
man that gives his friend awav is
"My daughter," replied the elder woworse than a pirate."
muu.
Through the park stepped a large
Abernethy then put a question to the
man scanning the benches where tingirl. Before she had a chance to reply
electric light fell.
Aberher mother began a long story
"Is that you, Mac?" he said, halting
1
•
0
*·
.1—Γ Τ I..
.1U.M
nethy told her to be quiet ati'.l repeatA second
to the girl.
ed his
stickpin dazzled Ills diamond stud- time thequestion
woman began a story, and a
He was big
ded fol» chain assisted.
second time he told her to be quiet.
and smooth and well fed. "Yes, I see
Then site interrupted him a third (In e.
It's you." he continued.
"They told
'Tut your tongue out," he said to t'ie
me at M Ike's that I might find you
mother.
h
minrue
see
few
over here.
Let
you
"But there's nothing the matter with
utes, Mac."
me," she exclaimed.
The captain lifted himself with a
"Never mind, put your tongue out."
grunt of alacrity. If Charlie Flnnegan he commanded.
had come down lu the bottomless pit to
Thoroughly overawed, the woman
seek him there must he something
obeyed.
an
him
arm
Charlie
guided
by
doing.
"Now, keep It out," said Abeructby,
Into a patch of shadow.
and be proceeded to examine the gii'l.he
"You know, Mac,"
said, "they're
Grand Magazine.

trying luspector Pickering on graft
charges."
"He was mj Inspector," said the cap-

tain.

"O'Shen wants the job." went on
"He must have It It's for
the good of the organization. Pickering ni'ist go under. Your testimony
will do It. He was your 'man higher
up' when you were on the force. His
share of the hoodie passed through

Flnnegan.

You must go on the
your hauds.
stand and testify against him."
"He was"- began tho captain.
"Walt a minute," said Flnnegan. A
bundle of yellowish stuff came out of
his luslde pocket. "Five hundred dollars in it for you-two-flfty ou the
spot and the rest""He was my friend. I say." finished
the captain. "I'll see you and the gang
»nd the city and the party in the fiâmes
ftf hades before I'll take the stand
"gainst Dan Pickering. I'm down and
•nit, but I'm no traitor to a man that's
been my friend." The captain's voice
rose and boomed like a split trom
bone. "Get out of this park. Charlie
Hnnegan. where us thieves and tramp»
and boozerd are your betters, and take
your dirty money with j-ou."
Flnnegan drifted out by another
The captain returned to his
walk
Beat
"I couldn't avoid hearing." said Mur
ray drearily. "I think you^ire the big
gest fool I ever saw."
"What would you have done?" asked
the captain.
"Nailed Pickering to the cross." said

A Queer Complication.
lu Sydney, a town of 500,JOU luhab
ltants, one can get nothing to eat >·ιι
Certain restaurant» supply
a Sunday.
food surreptitious!}, but the whole
time the guests are In danger of being
arrested. Once an Italian wag lu such
a restaurant on Sunday when suddenly
The Italian was
the police entered.
promptly pushed by the proprietor Into
a room where a waitress happened to
Even this
be standing In negligee.
room the police Invaded, but the waitress saved the situation by declaring
that the young man was her Ounce
The young man, by the way. had been
He thought that
married Rome time.
he had deceived the pollceinau; but. us
a matter of fact, he had got out of the
One âne day
the waitress called him before the
courts and claimed $2.£>00 for breach of
promise. The Italian bad to pay And
then came the worst of all. His wife
sued for a divorce and shortly after

frying pan into the Are.

married another man.

Pillow Climbing.
In the middle of the floor, some distance apart,
place sofa cushions,
lamps, bric-a-brac, etc. From among
the company choose a smart young
tnan who was never "hoaxed" and
ask him to walk over the course between these articles, so as to tlx In his
mind the situation and distances of
the various things. He is then blindfolded and directed to thread his way
among them so as not to touch one.
Murray.
"Sonny," said the captain huskily and Very gingerly he will take his steps
without heat, "you and me are dif- and wind al»out over the fli>or, and
ferent. New York Is divided into two when triumphant over his success the
pnrts—altove Forty-second street and handkerchief is taken from his eyes he
You come from the Is greatly surprised to see that not an
below Fourteenth
other part. We both act according to ertlcle remains on the fl<ior. All were
our lights."
quickly and quietly removed while he
An illuminated clock above the trees was being blindfolded. It is great fun
retailed the Information that it lacked to see him moving cautiously and tackthe half hour of 12. Both men rose ing here and there to avoid impedifrom the bench and moved away to- ments thut do not exist.
gether as if seized by the same Idea
They left the p«rk, struck through a
Not Surprised.
uttrrow cross street and came Into
am Inordinately sensitive
Skipper—I
echoBroadway, at this hour as dark,
to uncongenial surroundings, so much
lug and depcopled as a byway in Pom- so that the
very sight of some people
pell.
will give me a nervous shudder. ChipNorthward they turned, and a policeper—Oh, well, there are very few of us
man who glanced at their unkempt
that do not shrink from meeting our
and Blinking figures withheld the atcreditors.
tention and suspicion that he would
have granted them at any other hour
No Hitch.
and place, for on every street In that
"How did the wedding come off topart of the city other unkempt and day?"
slinking figures were shuffling and hur"Without η hitch."
rying toward a converging point—a
"Glad to bpar It."
point that Is marked by no monument
"I said without η bitch. The bride
eave that groove on the pavement
backed out at thc^ast minute."
I
worn by tens of thousands of wa(tiug
feet
At Ninth street a tall man wearing
an opera hut alighted from a Broad
yay car and turned his face westward
But he saw Murray, ponucod upon him
and dragged him under a street light,
The captain lumbered slowly to the
corner, like a wounded bear, and wait-

Net Written.
"How do you write 'born?"* asked
the teacher of a small boy at the blackboard.
"A horn Isn't written at all," answered the little fellow. "It's blowed."

—Exchange.

ed, growling.
Like a Bicycle.
"Jerry!" cried the hatted one. "Ho»v
"What does the doctor gay la tha
fortunate! I was to begiu a search for
you tomorrow. The old gentleman ha* matter with Mlrandy?"
"He says gbe has pneumatic tendencapitulated. You're to' be restored to
Come to cies and that she is threatened with
favor.
Congratulate you
the υ like in the morulng aud get all spiral trouble."—Baltimore American.
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Puis HIM.

Baptist Church, Bev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:46 A. M. Sunday
rir»t

Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7 A) r. M. Y. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
Thuredav
Prayer Meeting
evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
Sunday of the month at 230 T. M. AH not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Uni vereallst Church, Be v. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:4δ
A. X. Sunday School at 11:15.

WMt ParU.
Buckfleld.
Electrical «taower· bave been quite
of
John
Mlu
Whltson,
daughter
the
Gladys
Mr. Ε. C. Bowler has purchased
of the Bap- frequent the paat week, bat the only
lot of intervale formerly owned bj Ur. H. Whltson, a former paator
waa done waa earlj Than·
tist church here, I· ·pending a part of time damage
Ο. B. Wiley.
morning. Tbere waa a heavy ahowday
vacation with Mlu Sarah Barrett.
her
Herrick
are
buay.
very
Carpenter·
1 and 2 o'clock, the vivid
Henry Clement of Brldgton spent Sat- er betweenand
brothers expect to occupy their new
aharp peals of thunder
p.nd Sunday with hi· family at C. M. lightning
garage and machine shop In aiz week· day
many of our people, but by
awakening
Irish's.
The frame of Mr. Albert Copelantr·
two it teemed quiet and nearly
Guy O. Gardner and wife of Dlxfleld hall paat
house on Kilbourn Street Is nearly up,
with Mr. every one again went to aleep, and but
week
last
a
few
exdays
is
spent
Thurston
and Mr. Guy
making
few knew there waa a second abower
tensive repairs on his house in Kimball Gardner's parents.
4 o'clock.
During this shower
Mr. Cyrus Cole of Boston has been about
Park.
which
with relatives here there waa a craahing report,
Harold and Francis Chandler of Nor- spending a few days
aounded like mischief, and in a few
and renewing old acquaintances.
way are visiting their grandparents in
the
word came over
telephone
Mr. Ralph Bancroft of Mechanic Falls mômenta
Bethel.
had struck the barn of
with bis uncle, 0. E. Waite, that a heavy bolt
*
of
Wednesday just at night a sad drown- has a been
northwest
mile
a
about
Alton L. Day,
for few days.
ing accident occurred at Songo Pond.
our village, instantly setting it on fire.
South
of
Clarinda
Mrs.
Spaulding
went
A party who reside in that vicinity
the time and ran
at Benjamin Spauld- Mr. Day was dressed at
in bathing and Mr. George Baker was Portland is visiting
aa quickly as poaaible to the door at the
an
suffered
ne
is
ing's.
drowned. It supposed
where his three borsea were atabled.
The body of Mrs. Dr. Gibbs of Liver- end
ill turn to which he was subject. The
burial Evidently the lightning atruck near
He leaves a more Falls was brought here for

A par'y consisting of Rev. and Mrs. C.
A. Knickerbocker, Misses Rath and
Jo· Piorrae —New type, faai presses, electric
Annabel Potter, Miss Helen Tborne,
power, experienced workmen and low price·
was soon recovered.
combine to mak *hls department of our bual- Mine Elizabeth McKean, Orlaod Daniels body
ae·· complete aud popular.
and H. S. Knickerbocker enjoyed several widow and three email children.
Mr. Clinton Metcalf and family of
days' outing at Camp Knickerbocker
Farmington are spending a vacation
last week.
•MULE COPU».
Mrs. J. P. Thompson and Miss Olive with Mrs. Metcalfe father and brother.
Slack· Copie· of the Democrat are four oento
an
tack. They will be mailed on receipt of price by Thompson arrived at Elmbnrst Saturday. The past week they have enjoyed
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
of Mechanic auto trip to the lakes.
Thomas
and
Mrs.
Mr.
on
been
bave
Uaue
placed
Jlagl· copte· of each
Miss Dorothea Mason is visiting ber
Kails are gueets of Mrs. Thomas' sister,
•ale at tbe following place· In tbe County
grandmother, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason.
Mrs. Fred Sbaw.
Sburtleff's Drug Store.
Sooth Pari·,
The body of Mrs. Spencer Bartlett, a
Noyes' Drug Store.
Δ rehearsal of the play, "The Ladies
Norway,
Stone'» Drug Store.
of Cranford," was given last week for the former resident of Bethel, was brought
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckileld.
in the
entertainment of several who were un- here Tuesday for interment
M re. Harlow. Poet OfficeParia Hill.
Samuel T. White.
We»t Pari·,
able to be present when the play was family lot at Riverside.
r. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Reof
Sunset
Twenty-one members
given at Academy Hall.
Mrs. J. C.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thome and Miss bekahLodge were guests of
Helen Tborne and Miss Elizabeth Mc- Billings at her cottage at Songo. A day
For President,
all as
Kean, who have been at Elmhurst for of rare pleasure was enjoyed by
several weeks, return Tuesday to their Mr. and Mrs. Billings understand perfectly the art uf hospitality.
home in Mercer. Penn.
Thursday afternoon tbe ladies of the
Miss lone Harlow of Dixfield and Miss
of Ohio.
their annual
Gertrude Brooke of Cambridge, Mass., Universalist society held
fair. Booths were attractively arranged
are guests at George M. Atwood's.
which fancy and useful articles
For Vice-President,
Clayton K. Brooks of Cambridge, from sold.
were
Supper was served at six
Maes., was in town last Tuesday.
a
JAMES S.
Charles York is seriously ill at the o'clock followed in the evening by
concert, at which the following prohome of his brother, Fred York.
of New York.
There will be a mixed foursome tour- gramme was very pleasingly presented:
«election.
nament at the golf links next Friday and (>rgan
female Quartette. "Greeting Waltz,"
For Governor,
Miss Gibson, Mrs. Banghart,
Saturday. All members and guests of
Mise Andrews, Mrs. Edwards
Mrs.
the club are invited to enter.
Mre. T. L. Marble.
M.
At wood will serve tea Saturday after- Heading
Dr. I H. Wight
Solo,...
at 4 o'clock.
noon
"Tbe Fairies."
Quartette,
of Poland.
Mrs. Marble
The regular meeting of the directors Heading
Miss Gibson
Solo
will
of the Paris Hill Library Association
Mre. Marble.
Reading
WedFor State Auditor,
be held at Hamlin Memorial Hall
"Legend?."
Quartette
nesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. Marble was new to a Bethel audiCHARLES P. HATCH,
office
in
Paris
Advertised letters
post
ence and sustained the enviable repuof AugustA
Aug. 1st:
tation shebas always so richly deserved

William H. Taft,
SHERMAN,

BERT·

FERNALD,

For Representative to

Mrs. Β. K. Gorhain, care D. B. Graves.
Mr». Sophronla W. Batchelor.

CoDgress,

The Baptist Sunday School will hold a
JOHN P. SWASEY,
picnic on Kate Maxim's Hill next Wedof Canton.
nesday, Aug 5, or if stormy the next
day. All friends interested are invited
to join for the day's pleasure and outing.
For Senator,
George E. Abbott of Canton, Miss., is
of Bethe'.. visiting at Mrs. Harriet Ripley's. Mr.
HENRY H. HASTINGS,
Abbott was here last year for a visit,
For Judge of Probate,
but before that bad not been in Maine
Bethel.
of
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
for thirty-six years.
v
For Register of Probate,
East Sumner.
of Paris.
ALBERT D. PARK,
The young ladies' Crescent Club held
For County Treasurer,
an outdoor social in the little grove near
of Paris. the station on Tuesday evening. There
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
was a good attendance and a
very pleasFor County Attorney,
ant occasion was enjoyed.
ofRumford.
of
ministrations
efficient
RALPH T. PARKER,
Under the
Rev. S. C. Eaton attendance at church
For County Commissioner,
services bas largely increased, and more
of Paris.
HENRY D. HAMMOND,
interest in moral and religious work is
For Sheriff.
apparent. His timely labors are being
of Paris. much appreciated by all.
HIRAM R. HUBBARD,
Kev. L. M. Robinson is at his old
homestead and has been running out
the
to
Legislature, lines and fixing boundaries of his real
For Kr|<r«srnuihc·
of Rumferd. estate, which is now quite extensive.
STANLKY BISBEE
of Paris.
Meadows are being generally cut over
C HOWARD LANE.
of Porter. this year, owing to the light hay crop on
ORMAN L. STANLEY
Hebron.
of
A I'sriN A. NELSON,
uplands.
of Hartford.
W. 11 Eastman visited several towns
TES BKOECK W. STETSON
of
Andover.
last week, his position as manager for
SMITH
FRED S.
the Union Mutual Insurance Co. keeping
him

Coming Events.
third Malue

Aug. 15.—Reunion of Twenty
uieut, Bryant's Pond.
Aug. 1».—Reunion Thirty-second Maine
nient. Lake Auburn.
Aug. 27.—Ox fori Pomona Grange Held
South Paris.
NEW

Regl·
Regl
day,

ADVERT1SKWEN1S

Style In Spectacle Frames.
Bargain Time at Foster's.

Shirt Waist Suits.
At F. H. Noye· Co·'·.
Pure "Spicy" Spices.

For Sale.
Annual Meeting.
For Sale.
Parker's Hair Balaam.
Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

Mr. Taft's Acceptance.
At his home in Cincinnati last Tuesday, Hod. William H. Tafc was formally
notified that he had been nominated by
the Republican national convention for
president of the United States. The information of course was in no sense a
surprise to him, and he was prepared
with a speech of acceptance some 12,000
words in length, some parts of which,
owing to the intense heat, he omitted at
the time, but all of which has been published in the papers.
As this is the first public, formal
utterance in the campaign, and comes
from the candidate himself, it is a docuNaturalment uf considerable interest.
ly in some quarters it is criticised with
more or lees severity.
One of the incidental criticisms is of
the length of the speech, and it must be
admitted that it is of great length; but
the reading of it show* that much of its
length is due to Mr. Taft's judicial
Like the
temperament and training.
careful, fair-minded judge that he is, be
takes up and considers both sides aud
all sides of each topic to which the attention of his hearers is directed, and the
tone of the whole document is that of
the judge delivering a sound and fair
opinion, not of the campaign orator appealing to the prejudices or emotions of
his bearers.
The first and principal part of the
speech is devoted to showing that the
success of Republicanism depends upon
the continuance of the policies inaugurated by the Roosevelt administration, and the perfecting of deftails of the
machinery to carry them out. Here is
where the severest criticism of the
speech comes in from political opponents, who assert that Mr. Taft is showing himself merely an echo of Mr.
Roosevelt. It is true that Roosevelt
figures quite largely in this part of Mr.
Taft's speech—and how could it have
been otherwise? Theodore Roosevelt,
with all bis faults, has impressed himself upon the country and its legislation
as has no other president since Lincoln.
He has had the wisdom and the foresight to see the growing illegitimate
power of the great trusts, and the other
evil· which the times have produced,
and has had the initiative and force to
compel active measures against those
evils. Mr. Taft recognizes, as do all
thinking citizens, that those measures
arecloeely identified with the name and
the personality of Theodore Roosevelt,
and he is in no sense an echo or a blind
worshiper when he treat· them as such.
Mr. Taft devotee considerable time to
the detail· of the measures which it will
be the province of the next administration to provide for the perfecting and
carrying out of the policies of this administration.
Sach is the keynote of Mr. Taft's
speech. He treats at less length of the
other iMue·. With regard to the tariff,
he advocates a revision by the next administration, with the principal of protection preserved. His remarks on the
Philippine· are Of special interest, as he
was civil governor for four year·, and
wm really the one who established civil
government in the islands, doing a great
work there for the Philippines, for
America and for the world. It is interesting to note hi· atatement that it
will probably be two generation· before
the islands are ready for self-govern-

ment.

Throughout the tone of Mr. Taft's
speech is calm and judicial, steadfast in
its Republicanism, and showing the
speaker to be a safe and sane man, a
man of commanding ability and grasp
of public affairs, and an honest, conscientious patriot, to whom the highest

office in this country may safely be
tras ted.

en-

Hon. Oadiah Gardner of Rockland,
Democratic candidate for Gevemor, will
•peak several time· in Oxford County in
the present campaign. The dates are:
Aux 7—Afternoon, BuckdeM, evening. Rum

fonl.

Aug. 8— Afternoon, Norway ; evening. Bethel.
Amlover;
evening,
Au*, lu—Afternoon.
Bryant'· Pon«l.
Aug. 11— Fryeburg ud Browndelti.
Hon. Daniel J. McGillicuddj of Lewiston, Democratic candidate for congre··,
will speak at Norway and Bethel, with
Hon. Obadiab Gardner, on the 6th of
▲ngoat. He will also speak in Oxford
County town· the week οI August 1-7 to
22, on · schedule not yet arranged.

in its interest.

Wilson's Mills.
The grange fair came off Friday with a
*$1.7"> was cleared; over
was taken.
The next entertainment is to be a
quilting bee and dance. All are trying
very hard to pay for the hall.
Miss Stella Crimmens was down from
Camp-in-the-Meadow Friday, going back

good crowd.

Monday.

Housekeepers.
Hebron Academy.

*

quite busy

D. C. Bennett has two surveyors boarding at his place, also Mr. Loud.
Alden Karnbam bas a man and wife
from Colebrook working for bim.
Ed Stevens and wife are staying at the
hotel a few days.
Ν. K. Bennett is up from Norway on a
visit to his daughter.
D. A. Cameron bas a crew cutting tbe
hay on the Bean place. J

since her graduation from the Emereon
School of Oratory. The musical programme was pleaeingly rendered.
Mr. Pepper's concert Aug. 4 will
doubtless be the evrot of the summer.
Mr. J. V. nolt and family of Andover,
Mase., arrived at the home of Mre. Holt's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Purington,

Saturday.

West Bethel.
"From h Heaths green and crossroads gray
Tbe August mother looks and rails;
And passing o'er the city walls.
The roho fares my way."
"Now the green cucumber cometh fora season
brief to stay,
And the doctors are preparing remedies for
cholera.
Now that foe to human comfort, stinging, tantal-

izing fly,

le mistaken

pie."

Dogdaye

for

a

berry and served up In the

weather.
The mill of tbe Percy Lumber Co. ie
running with a full crew of workmen.
West Bethel is still without a settled
minister, doctor, lawyer, or justice of
tbe peace.
Four teams are hauling lumber from
Northwest Albany to this village for the
Paris Manufacturing Co.
home
has returned
Howard Tyler
from Albany to assist hie father in making picture frames.
Mrs. E. J. Bell remains in feeble
health, but is tenderly watched over and
cared for bj^ her daughters.
More manufactories of different kinds
are needed here, and it is hoped a laree
spool and novelty mill will soon be built.
Mrs. Vinal B. McLane of Cambridge,
Mass., has been visiting relatives and
friends in and near this village.
Cloudy days give farmers a rest from
haying, and a chance to watch the green
things growing in gardens and fields.
Posts were eet and new street lamps
put up Tueeday, and the concrete sidewalk on Main Street is soon to be repaired.
Elton Keene, who has been running a
type-writing machine for Whitten &
Dsnnison, is now on the road soliciting
orders.
Misses Gwendolyn Stearns of Grover
Hill and Maude Davis of Betbel village
have joined the crew of working girls in
the post-card house of Whitten & Denni-

from her late home Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Gibbs died suddenly at the home
of ber brother in Hartford while visiting
there with her husband. She was a sister of Mrs. A. S. Beesey and Mrs. S. D.
Swallow of this town.
Harry Prince of Madison was in town

Monday.

Mies Clara

Gardner

are

Witbington and Miss Iva
visiting friends in Boston

this week.
A shower accompanied by a strong
wind passed over this place Friday afternoon, doing considerable damage to fruit
trees.
Mrs. Sarah Benson of Haverhill, Mass.,
is visiting at H. A. Irish's. Mrs. Benson
formerly lived in this town.
Mrs. Joseph A. Warron and her two
Martha and Josephine, came
to Buckfield Wednesday fora short visit,
returning home Friday afternoon. Their
oldest daughter, Sara Eleanor, has been
spending the summer vacation with her

daughters,

grandparents.

Miss Nellie Dudley has presented to
the Methodist parsonage a fine large
mirror. Miss Dudley, like one of old,
"is full of good works."
Sabbath services have recently been
inaugurated at North Buckfleld. One
week ago an interesting and well attended evening service was held at the
home of I. D. Fuller. Mrs. Fuller is a
member of the Congregational church at
Norway. Last Sabbath evening there
was preaching at Grange Hall at 7:30
o'clock by Rev. A. W. Pottle.
The Methodist people at Buckfleld,
both in the village and at the East, have
a vacation during the month of August,
the pastor preaching each Sabbath at
North Buckfleld.

Dlckvale.
Farmers here are well along with their
haying. A few have finished.
Mrs. Alfred Hammond is at the home
of her brother, D. 0. Delano, helping
care for her mother, who was reported
just alive at last accounts.
R. S. Tracy is now able to be about
the house some, but only a part of the
time.
There have been no heavy showers
here yet, though one struck the center
of the town Wednesday and drove me
under cover.
I wish the correspondents of the
Democrat could hold a picnic and all attend, also the Democrat force, some time
before the leaves fall on any of us. We
could swap yarns and I would tell a cat

story.

Denmark.

The following guests are at the Maplewood, Mrs. A. C. Jones, proprietor: Mr.
P. W. Sivan, of Plymouth, Florida; Capt.
Charles Randlett and wife, Arlington
Height*, Mans.; Miss Gertrude Ward,
Mise May McManua, Manchester, Ν. II.;
Mrs. G. W. Griffin and granddaughter.
Miss Dorothy Griffin, Franklin; Ν. H.
Miss Mattio Brooks and Miss Esther
Lovett of Beverly, Mass., are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray.
Mr. Sumner H. Smith and Miss Ethel
M. Boyd were married the 28tb and are
away on their bridal tour.
Dufor's Glass Workers are here for
three nights, July 30 and 31 and August
1st.
North Waterford.

Carl Brown took his father and their
compauy, the Misses Ayers, to Lewiston
in the auto. Ruth Elliott went and returned that night.
A good crowd at the dance Friday
night and excellent music was furnished
by the Robinsons of Bridgton.
Mrs. Herbert Andrews from Lewiston
is
son.
visiting at Mrs Angie Andrews'.
Hebron.
Jess Littlefield, who has been quite
A. M. Stabl of Berlin, Ν. H., who
Dr. Crane has gone to Squirrel Island owns the hotel and a large farm here, is sick, has appendicitis, and intends to go
for the month of August. Prof, and having his hay cut by Fred Kilgore of to the hospital as soon as able.
Mrs. Brainard are with him.
Northwest Bethel, with a number of
Sunday the Mclntires entertained a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glover of Fratn- men to assist him.
party of friends at their cottage.
relatives
are
visiting
ingham, Mass.,
Albany.
here. Mr. and Mrs. Glover meet with a
Bryant's Pond.
warm welcome from their many friends
There will be a dance at the Grange
During the heavy shower early Thursin the place.
day morning, lightning eet lire to the Hall Aug. S.
Miss Grace Bumpus spent Sunday in bam of Alton L. Day, who reeides on
W. H. Partridge and friends of BosPoland.
the old country road, five miles from ton, Mass,, passed through town in his
Mrs. Florence Pinkham of Newton, this village. The barn was soon con- auto on his way to Bridgton recently.
While in bathing at Songo Pond WedMass., with her two children, is at E. S. sumed and with it three horses, farmiug
Dunham's.
Insured nesday
tools and about 30 tons of hay.
evoninsj, .July 29 th, George
Miss Edna George is visiting her aunt, for $000. The barn was protected by Baker was drowned. He leaves a wife
Falls.
Mrs. Fred Farris, at Mechanic
lightuing rods which had recently been and two small children. The body was
Mr. Hylan has rented the cottage be- put up at an expense of fifty dollars.
recovered by Abner Kimball and Joseph
move
will
and
to
Ε.
Glover
M.
Andrew Hill, who has occupied his Rich's son.
longing
there from the home of the late Mrs. son's house here for several years, is
Eugene McKeen was at J. P. Guptill's
Cordelia Everett.
about to return to Norway where he recently.
Mr. Young of Boston spent Sunday owns a residence.
Alton Pernald had the misfortune to
with his family at H. L. Whitney's.
Alpheus Fuller of California is visit- lose a nice brood sow last week.
Dr. Bradbury of Norway was in town
ing his nieces, Mrs. Geo. Cummings and
Bast Bethel.
last week.
Mrs. Wallace Whitman.
finished
have
farmers
Most of the
Mrs. Winnie Emery fell while going
There will be a meeting here Saturday,
haying. About one-third the usual Aug. 13, comprising members from all down cellar and broke both bones in
the Grand Array Posts in the county. one wrist, also cut her head badly.
crop has been harvested.
Mr. Α. Π. Bartlett of South Framing- The different Relief Corps will also be
In the thunder shower of the 27th the
ham, Mass., spent the past week at his represented. The purpose of this gather- lightning struck the ell of C. II. McAllishome here.
inn is to form a county association. The ter's house but did not do much damMiss Fannie Holt of Neponset, Mass., 23d Maine Regiment will also bold its age as they soon put out the fire. It
is spending a few weeks at her home annual reunion here in Dearborn's grove also burned off the groundlwire on*Alton
here.
Fernald's telephone.
on that date.
Mr. R. C. Clark has joined his family
The L. R. T. Club meets with Estella
George Jordan has moved from the
their
been
north end of the town into one of Edwin Bean Aug. δ.
here, who have
spending
vacation at C. M. Kimball's.
Andrews' rents over the store.
Ephraim Bean of Lawrence, Mass.,
Mrs. I. I. Young and children of East
Edwin Andrews and wife are in Port- was at his daughter's, Estella Bean's,
Weymouth, Mass., are spending a few land this week visitiDg Mrs. Andrews' last week. He has not been to Maine
weeks at the home of Walter Bartlett.
for nearly twenty years.
son, Fred M. Allen.
Mr. W. H. Partridge, photographer
The mill closed down again Friday.
North Stoneham.
and artist, Boston, and eon, W. H. PartBenjamin Abbott is moving to Hiram
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton have been
ridge, Jr., were guests of friends here where he hopes to find employment.
last week.
Robert G. Johnson has moved to Ash- in Lewiston a week. Joan McAllister of
land, X. H., where he has the position of West Lovell stayed with Wm. Gammon
while they were gone.
foreman in a large job printing office.
East Waterford.
Loring Starbird, wife and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Merrill and two
West Sumner.
and
Mrs. Starbird, of South Paris, came
children of Marblehead, Mass., are visitMrs. lliram Howe has returned from to Elden McAllister's Wednesday.
ing Mr. Merrill's cousin, Mrs. C. H.
Willis McKeen of East Stoneham is
Rumford accompanied by her grandPride.
cutting the hay on Kate Adams' place.
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Shedd came to S. daughter, Hattie Merrill.
Bartlett McKeen's steam mill here
Mrs. Linnie Parker, son and little
S. Hall's from their home in North Congrandson, of Norway, are visiting Mrs. burned with all the machinery July 10th,
way in their auto Monday morning in
also about a thousand dollars' worth of
0. Swift.
time for breakfast. They returned the Parker's brother, I.
Miss Helen Nute is at Carl Dunham's dowels. No insurance.
next morning.
B. G. Mclntire is in Canada this week. for a few weeks.
Miss Evelyn Hall of Farmington canWest Lovell.
Mrs. Kate Williams of Salem, Mass., is
vassed this vicinity recently selling "The
Mrs. Géorgie Chadbourne has returned
visiting Mrs. J. E. Mclntire.
medical
Book
of
a
Health,"
A party of thirty relatives and friends Century
from a trip to Massachusetts bringing
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mclntire spent work published by the King, Richard- her grandson with her.
son
Co.
Several new arrivals at PiDe Point
Sunday at their cottage at Pappoose
The stork was quite busy in this viPond.
on the night of the 20th, leaving a Cottage.
cinity
is
in
Vermont
Helen
Miss
Sanderson
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer have gone from
little daughter at the home of Walter
for a few days.
Mrs Hattie Nichols' to Ed Hodgdon's
Misses Maude and Virginia Mixer of Chandler, a son at the home of Geo. in Stow. Mrs. Spencer is caring for
and a son at Chas. Hadley's.
Norway are visiting their grandmother, Curtis,
Mrs. Hodgdon and little daughter.
Clinton Bisbee has returned to his
Mrs. Pride.
Mrs. Charlofte Butters and daughter
«·
work at Auburn.
Gertrude of Millinocket have been visitMrs. Susie Sisson of Iowa has been
Oxford.
ing friends in the place.
visiting Mrs. Villa West and Mrs. Edith
Miss Aristeen Lord dropped a box on
Charles Heslop has been taken to the Thomas. Before returning west Mrs.
hospital to have hi· eye treated for an Sisson, who is a Quaker preacher, will her foot, making it very painful.
injury received by having an apple address several quarterly meetings of
West Buckfield.
thrown against it. A few years ago the the
Quakers in different places in Maine
other eye was badly injured and it is and Massachusetts.
Aggie Flagg is at work for Mrs. 0. D.
feared he may lose his sight.
Warren.
is suffering
Locke's Mills.
Mr·. Cyrus Wardwell
Paul Turner has returned from Aufrom a slight shock.
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall and little burn.
Mrs. Cornelia Jenkins is at Mr. H. G.
Isaac Turner attended the funeral of
daughter bave been at Camp Echo for a
Perkins'.
few days. Mr. Marshall is in the employ his father, Decatur Turner, Wednesday,
Miss Glover preached at the Advent of the Ν. K. Fairbank Co.
at South Paris. Mr. Turner was a forchurch Sunday.
Mrs. Susie Drew and Miss Elizabeth mer resident of this town. His remains
Elmer Parrott and wife of Portland Drew from Middleboro, Mass., have been were
brought here for interment.
were here Sunday.
Mrs. Montelle Bradbury and children
the guests of Mrs. Lola Foster and Mrs.
Mr. and Miles Sturdevant of Auburn Helen
have joined Mr. Bradbury at the farm.
Bryant the past week.
visited Mrs. Sturdevant's brother, Mr.
Mr. Phillips of Turner is at his farm.
Dr. and Mrs. Bncknam of California
Frink, on Sunday.
Doris Buck was at North Buckfield
were entertained one day last week by
Mrs. Carr and daughter Miss L>na Mrs. Chas. Bartlett.
Saturday and Sunday.
Carr. whe bas just graduated from
Mr. Herbert
Mrs. James Crooker,
Georgia Warren of North Buckfield
Portland High School, are spending the
Crooker, wife and son, Mrs. Colpritts was at Harry. Buck's Friday night.
summer here.
Miss Cornelia Parris has returned to
and Miss Ina spent Wednesday at Coffin's
Bath.
camp.
Lovell.
Walter Goodwin and family of Berlin,
Eut Brownfleld.
Friday evening theje was a supper, Ν. H., spent Sunday in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias P. Morton of
Mr. J. D. George and a party of ten of
entertainment and dance at Pine Grove
Hail, given in the Interest of thp his boarders were at Howard Pond on Brookline, Mass., were entertained at
Women's Library Club. There was a Friday, July 24. They had a fine time, Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney's over Sunday.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens spent a few
if they did have to return in the rain.
good attendance.
The lawn party at Mrs. Mabel Far- days last week witb her daughter, Mrs.
Fred A. Holt has returned to Boston,
but bis wife will remain here a short rington's Thursday evening was well at- William Leavltt.
The Sunday School picnic held at
tended.
time.
Mrs. Frost and her daughter Addie of East Brownfleld last Wednesday was an
The usual number of summer residents
affair.
Frost's last unusually
successful
Lisbon visited at Frank
Nearly
aAd visitors are in town.
one hundred were present.
The apple crop here promises to be week.
In
were
is
Brown
ber
Mr.
and
Mr·.
C.
0.
Miss
Alioe
Stickney
visiting
aunt,
very small this year.
Hampton, Ν. H., last week. During
Frank Harmon and wife bave gone to Mrs. Cole, in Portland.
Mrs. Annie Young and children of their absence they left James at home.
the camp on the Lower Bay for a month.
Mrs. Abbie Roger* has her lister of
Fred S. Walker and wife have return- East Weytnouth, Mass., spent Thursday
Saco as her guest.
at Mrs. Oscar Brown1·.
ed to Hartford.

North Paris.

Mrs. Frank Welcomb of Waltham and
her daughter and two aona are stopping
at Dea. Dunham's for a short time. Alio
Mlaa Perkins, a slater of Mrs. Welcomb.
George Abbott and family visited bis

parents recently.

Mr. Stevens of New Hampshire visited
his nephew, C. B. Stevens, last week.
James Abbott Is ont of tlie mill and ia
working for his brother Leroy for the

present.

Thurlow Hazelton ia having a vacation.
Mrs. Carl Peterson, who was called to
her former home by sickneaa in her
brother's family, has returned home.
Misses Lois and Etta Hollis are visiton Sumner Hill.
Mrs. Chaa. Buck and baby from Buckfield are visiting her brother, Clayton

ing

Mr. Hatch.
There U a gentleman «boat whom the
Demoonta will have little to toy in the
prêtent campaign. Hla nam· la Charle·
He la the State auditor. He
r. Hatch.

(
1

Shirt Waist Suits,

Jumper Suits,

MARKED DOWN.

appointed by a Republican Governor
etrmighten the kinka in the State'·
book-keeping. He ia an expert account- We can
give you only a very vague description of the many bargains to
âfter he bad maoe good ai a
aD*
national batik examiner the great Interbe found in these departments.
national Paper Co. Bought him out aod
made him its auditor, with headquartera { 1UIT8, of fine white lawn, waist trimmed with Val. insertion and hamburg eraat New York, and the duty of aupervi··
broidery, yoke In point effect, sleeves trimmed with tucks and insertion of
three rows of insertion, fancy collar and cuffs. Full plaited skirt with two
running far into the miljng account*
and one-half inch tucks and une row of insertion, very dainty.
* &ϋβ'πβββ reaching over many
WERE $5.98, NOW $4.98
state
He had again made good when Go?.
of white lawn, waist trimmed in pointed yoke effect of four inch ham.
IUITS,
Cobb tendered him the appointment ae
burg embroidery with row of Val. insertion on each side, tucked back, lac«
State auditor. It didn't offer aa much
Rimmed collar and cuffs, full side plaited skirt vcith deep hem and one
the
from
paper
money as he waa getting
three inch tuck.
a
chance
him
offer
company but it did
WERE $4.98, NOW $3.98
to do good work in bia native atate, and
in front with fourteen fine

waa
to

tucks „n
having a Maine man'a fondness for the i JUITS, of white dotted Swiss, waist open
there for when be opened the door the
Full skirt with tucks on hip and one two-inch tuclc
Churchill, and family.
each side, tucked back.
I'ine I ree State, he came back here and
building was eo hot it blistered the ends
a
is
Mrs. Clayton Churchill
having
hi· duties
at bottom.
of bis fingers. His large rack full of bay bard time with asthma. Mr. Churchill's went to work. He entered upon
WERE $4.98, NOW $3.98
in the office of State auditor exactly aa
stood in the barn floor and when he
father ia helping him baying.
other
he bad previously entered upon
lawn in odd sizes marked accordingly.
opened the door the stable floor and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Swan and son duties. When he waa made national 1 SEVERAL STYLES in black and white
His
about the rack waa all aflame.
Leander, from Durham, Ν. H., visited bank examiner he knew that he was on IUMPER SUITS of good quality gingham, in tan and white, navy and white, ami
horses were all set back on their halters
at her father's, A. D. Littlehale's, last Uncle Samuel's pay roll and be worked
black and white checks. Jumper trimmed around neck and armxcyen with
apparently half dead from the shock and week.
for Uncle Samuel all tbe time. Later,
hamburg Insertion, three deep tucks on shoulder to give fulluesH. Mikad.,
heat. Realizing that he could not save
effect. Full Hare skirt with bias fold.
when be changed employers, be gave the
them he shut the door to stop the draft
Oxford County In "Who's Who."
WERE $3.98, NOW $2 98
International the same service that he
,
of air, and aa the animals did not make
A friend of the Democrat has recently had
given the federal government. And 1 iUITS of pink, light and dark blue gingham, large armecye, tucked front, pij, d
any- struggles which were heard it is taken the trouble to compile from
he took the oath to be loyal to tbe
probable that they were mercifully un- "Who's Who in America" the liât given when of
with white. Skirt trimmed with piped bias fold.
State
Maine, he began working for tbe
conscious of much suffering. It was so
WERE $2.50 and $2.98, NOW $1.98
below of natives of Oxford County, who
with tbe same old loyalty. As a
people
filled with heat and smoke that he could
have attained special prominence. Pro- matter of fact, it is the only kind there iUITS of black and white and light blue and white even check print.
Jumper
not even save his valuable barnessee
fessor W. T. Hewett, while reared in is in the Hatch make-up. He is one of
and skirt trimmed with bias bands piped with white, verv ue;tt.
which hung abont four feet from the
was born in Missouri,and is there- the
Paris,
who
WERE
servants
of
NOW
regard
$1.98,
public
$1.49
type
entrance door. He then ran around to
fore technically not in the list:
their obligation to the people in tbe
the other side of the building and manCome and look them over before they ire
sizes.
in
odd
other
SEVERAL
of
etyles
L.
Bartlett
Frank
Cyrus).
(son
light that they would their obliga-1
aged to untie and drive out eight head of Chemist. Born in Hanover, March 2, same
gone.
Hon to a private employer.
cattle which were there, six of them
1852. Residence, Denver, Col.
State auditor he DON'T FORGET that our Shirt Waists and White Skirts are marked down and
In the office of
out
He
then
milch
cows.
got
being
Bev. George R. Berry, D. D. (eon of has
Don't dela\ until
There are still plenty of good trades left.
brought the several departments
going fast.
some hens and the hogs in the basement.
William D.). Educator, Colgate Univer- toward a uniform system of bookkeeping
are gone.
they
His mowing machine, the moet of the
Born in West Sumner, Oct. 15, and bas audited all State bills with the
sity.
farming tools and driving wagon were in 1865. Residence, Hamilton, Ν. T.
Store closes Friday afternoons through August.
same care that he watched the accounts I
Mr.
an outbuilding and were saved.
Horatio Bisbee (son of Horatio). Law- of tbe International or tbe
the
of
money
Day had just harvested the most of his yer. Member of Congress, 1877-85. Born
He has
in the national banks.
hay and bad 20 or 25 tons stored, worth in Canton, May 1, 1830. Residence, Jack- people
but only I
nor
known
neither
frieod
foe,
His horses were good
at least $300.
sonville, Fla.
figures. During the early days of bin I
animals and his loss must be about
Herrnon C.Bumpus (son of Laurin A.)
of tbe office the Democratic
$1600, with $600 insurance. Last year Educator, director of Museum of Natural incumbency
in
press gleefully applauded bia energy
Mr. Day at quite a large expense bad
in
Bom
New
York.
Buckfield,
History,
bringing up to date antiquated method·
bis barn fitted with lightning rode, but
New Rochelle, of
1862.
May
5,
Residence,
accounting, but as the campaign apapparently they did not serve as much Ν. Y.
proached and Deipocracy remembered
protection. He bas a bond of guarantee
Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts (son of Rev. that it would be contrary to precedent
of payment of $1000 if destroyed by
Frederic). Clergyman, reformer. Born
give a Republican credit for what be I
lightning inside of 20 years and his in Fryeburg, Jan. 12, 1850. Residence, to
bad accomplished, the applause died
friends are waiting to see if it will be
Washington, D. C.
1'he words of praise were no I
down.
made good. The house was across the
Norway, Maine.
Augustus L. Crocker (son of Thomas) more uttered and when it held its State
road from the stable on a slight eleva- Real estate. Born in
1850.
4,
Paris, May
convention tbe Democracy proceeded to I
tion of laud and waa not injured. While
Residence, Minneapolis, Minn.
name another candidate for State au-1
the barn was burning, haviDg some fear
William Deering (son of James). Man- ditor. It
might have set a good example
that the house might catch from sparks
ufacturer. Born in Paris, April 25, 1820 in
the office "out of politics" by
taking
Mrs. Day summoned help by telephone,
Residence, Evanston, 111.
endorsing tbe Republican nominee—tbe I
and Mrs. W. H. Lurvey went out from
Rev. Henry P. Forbes, D. D. (son of man it had credited with making good. I
the central office here and awoke some
Elbridge). Educator, St. Lawrence UniBut it didn't. It went ahead and namof the neighbors. By five o'clock about
versity. Born in Paris, July 4, 1849. ed a man of its own and showed bow
twenty-five men from here had gone to Residence, Canton, Ν. Y.
much sincerity there was back of lis talk
the scene of the tire but the wind was
Enoch Foster (son of Asa). Lawyer. about
Prices.
introducing business methods at
favorable and not much help was needed.
at
Born in Newry, May 10, 1830. Residence,
Augusta.
Mr. Day is a progressive industrious
Maine.
Portland,
The Republicans put a trained busifarmer and a great deal of sympathy is
U. S. ness accountant on tbe
Paris Gibson (son of Abel).
job, but the
expressed for him in his loss.
Senator. Manufacturer. Born in Brownafter commending tbe wisDemocracy,
a
Granite Chapter, Ο. E. 8., enjoyed a
Residence, Great dom of the appointment, refuses to put
field, July 1, 1830.
field day last Thursday. They were inMont.
Falls,
of
business ahead
politics.
vited to G. F. Marshall's at Trap Corner,
Seth C. Gordon, LL. D. (son of
and given the freedom of the lawn and
Born in Fryeburg,
About the State.
Physician.
Stephen).
grounds. About thirty were present Aug. 17, 1830. Residence, Portland,
and had a most enjoyable outing, both Maine.
Among the summer visitors to Maine
officers and members speaking in praise
Samuel W. Gould (son of Elias). Law- is William Loeb, Jr., private secretary
of the courtesy and kiudness of Mr.
Resi1852.
yer. Born in Porter, Jan. 1,
of President Roosevelt.
Marshall and family. There was no
dence, Skowhegan, Maine.
special programme of entertainment but
James Wèeks fell from the roof of a
Frank C. Griffith (son of Amos W.).
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
dinner was eaten out of doors and the Theatrical
Born in barn which he was shingling at Anson
manager, etc., etc.
time.
a
had
general good
party
Dec. 30, 1851. Residence, New Wednesday, and broke his neck, causing
Dixfield,
Dr. F. E. Wheeler has gone this week York
instant death. He wae 55 years of age I
city.
in company with Dr. B. F. Bradbury of
Grover (son of John G). and leaves a widow.
Lafayette
Norway to take a vacation from his pro- Lawyer, U. S. Senator, Governor. Born
Lewis Rankin, aged 25, a graduate of
fessional work for the week. He has in
Residence, Harvard Law School and a member of a I
Bethel, Nov. 29, 1823.
had the honor of being appointed 1st
Portland, Oregon.
prominent family of Columbus, O., was
Sergeant of the Hospital Corps of the
Heloise E. Hersey (daughter of A. L ). drowned
while bathing at Friendship.
National Guard of Maine, and so is Educator. Born in
Feb.
Oxford,
22, Miss (ienevieve Jacoby, his fiancee, who
spending the week at Augusta at the 1855, Residence, Boston, Mass.
wae with him, attempted to rescue him
Guard Encampment. He will have to
Erastns E. Holt, LL. D. (son of Eras«

MILLINERY
Greatly Reduced

nice line of CORSETS,
HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR and FAXIY
Also

GOODS.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

go each year to the encampment while
he holds this office.
L. M. Irish has also gone to the encampment for the week as he plays
trombone in one of the bands.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke is intending to remain here at her home now the year
around. Her daughter, Mrs. Harold
Gerrish, is moving tier household goods
here from Lisbon and will live with her
mother. Mr. Gerrish is closing out his
business at Lisbon and will come here
later. Mrs. J. L. Marshall who also
lived at Lisbon last winter will com»
here to live, and has engaged the lower
rent in Mrs. Hattie B. Mooney's house.
Quite a number from this way have
been at King's to gather blueberries.
The green caterpillars are eating the
trees considerably in this section.
Mrs. Linda Burnham and Miss Abby
Whittle of Brockton, Mass., sisters of
Willard Whittle, a well known former
resident of Greenwood, recently visited a
few days in town.
Tue W. C. T. U. will hold a mothers
meeting next Thursday afternoon at the
Free Baptist church at 2:·'}0. There will
be an interesting program of readings,
music, etc., and all mothers are especially invited. There will be caretakers provided for the babies if mothers.can
bring them.
Mrs. Hector Ross of Bridgton is visiting her sister, Mrs. Hezekiah Parrar.
Ilarold Ally and grandmother, Mrs.
Ally, are epending a vacation at their
summer home at Trap Corner.
Rupert Curtis is visiting bis sister,
Mrs. E. L. Wood.
Mrn. William Cookson is visiting away
for two or three weeks.
Mrs. Joseph Radcliffe is staying hero
with her son, Tom Radcliffe, and family.
Harry Parker and family went Thursday to visit her people at Auburn for a
few days.
Mise Lena Morrison of Boston is visiting Gertrude Stuart.

Physician. Born in Pern, June 1,
1849. Residence, Portland, Maine.
Theodore R. Jenness (son of John).
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Miss Rose Libby is working at P. G.
Barrett'·.
Miss White is visiting at Mrs. Bent's.
The farmers have got about done haying and report about half a crop.
Rockemeka Grange held a dance at
Grange Hall on the 20th of July.

Hiram.

Mr. Fred Harding of West Baldwin
climbed Hiram Hill to Eli C. Wadsworth's cottages with a party In his
auto Thursday, it being the first of the

kind tfiere.
Mr. Charles H. Wadsworth of Greeley,
Col., visited hie uncle, Llewellyn A.
Wadsworth, this week.
Workmen are laying a new floor on
the platform at Bridgton Junction.
Messrs. Bert M. Fernald and John P.
Swasey were in town Friday looking
after the interest· of the state and
G. O. P.
Mrs. Addie Leighton of Boston was
here this week visiting in the Wadsworth families.

have62 each°D'iίΐί]θ1ί1,

0xford'

other ««'one is seen
In
y one of the 32 re.1
«
main In
the county of hie birth: onlv 5
maine
whll< Ne" Y°rk «· bas
β
' ""
"'«e·™ Pall..
The average for Oxford County le not
th0U8and Population ; in the
1400 population,
1
uper has
V
W
almoet no cltiee
p~p°rt,0n. "bout one in
The
1100
The two states which had prohibited the liquor traffic for half a centake
the lead. Maaeachusette ha«
tury
one in ιοοο, Connecticut one in 1800
°ηβ '■
^ew state·, of course, have few^
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Mnerh«°fe IS N?V·

Lightning killed Mrs. Otis Gray and
badly burned her five-year-old son at
BluebiU Tuesday night. The boy will
lightning struck.

Norway Lake school reunion Aug. 90. illghtly damaged.

The house

was

only

$6.00

"re

"ow

3Ι/Λ3
small sizes

Lilian

*3.50
'7c' 3f0r50c
25c.

are now

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

SPECULATION MUST CEASE
!

|

Watch Bargains.
Pine

Timekeepers.

Winders
ι

itf

β. RloHarde.

Straw Hats
straw hat at cost.

$1.50

hats

are now

Executors I Administrators
will find it of great convenience

In JSettllne Estates to

Open

The whole
that will last a life-time.
outfit only costs fl.OO, and if at any time
afterward you need another bottle of
Hyomei to use with your inhaler, it will
only cojt you 50 cents. Ask tbem about
it. They will recommend it
"I think your Hyomei is a grand medicine; it has done for me what doctors j
could not do, and I've tried everything.
I had auch a bad cough, and nothing 1 !
I tried your intook did me any good.
haler, and I never had anything help me
so much or ao quick. Wishing you long
and prosperous lives, I remain, your
true friend, Saba Sheline, Metz, Ind."

y

Hart SchafFncr <& Marx

25c hats a e now..
50c hats are now..
$1.00 hats are now

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NORWAY,

Copyright 1908

Any

FOSTER,

Η. B.

Mrs. Gray was 47 years old
Key Winders and Stem
&nd leaves a husband and nine children.
the
when
Hi
their
home
call and see tbem.
were
Please
They
recover.

$7.50

UllO)
ou'ing suits,

are now

Fft®Affi°Ur ?,,ββ Kom
Îimflw J

The roan had been
and bl" haode tied
m' with a rope cut from a hay
behind him,
The pockets had
carrier In the barn.
The body was later Identied aa that of a Greek, whose name was
"""ur Parraket, but who for
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sold for
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_grays,

patterrss
Reg-

All of our 50c blouses

mitt·?» ÎÎou,?h

->

$10

One lot
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and
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Another Maine murder has just been
U evidently was com THERE'S λ 8UKK CUKK ΚΟΚ ASTHMA,
mltted months ago. H. C. Whlttemore,
DBONCHITIS, COUOIfS, COLDS AND CA·
a Livermore Falls attorney, owns a farm
PEOPLE
wnY
SO
SHOULD
TAHBH,
the ν,Πιιββ on the
8PKCULATE.
t0
he goes with hie
Remember, Hynmei will cure the
family for a part of the summer. They
there for about a month this above named diseases or P. A. Sburtleff
as they were fixing the & Co. will give you your money baok.
Γ.,' ?*. Friday pen»
wh'ch was badly G'i to tbem and ask for a Hyomei outfit,
decayed, they found under It the badlv which consists of a bottle of Qyomei (a
decomposed bodyofa man, dressed
very liberal supply) and a pocket inhaler
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°J,th®,he.ep
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next
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Norway Lake.
Dr. Edna H. Stephens of West Somerville, Mass., is spending a vacation of
two weeks at home at C. A. Stephens'.
5' *°d 80 M far M
Mr. and Mrs. Voorhees of Massalearned, has never been seen
chusetts were at C. A. Flint'· the 25th ?°bi
ilnce. An ioqueat was held Saturday
and 20th. They are now tenting on the

shore of the lake and intend to have a
cottage built this year.
Friends from Massachusetts are visiting Miss Addie Shattuck and her uncle·.
Ernest Mnroh ha· had a two week·'
vacation from the Advertiser office.
Miss Ada Frost returned from Auburn
the 20th.

goods

4,1851. Reeidence,

î&0,

move.

Here's a mark down sale of Men's Summer Suits
which will put money in your pocket
Every one
in need of a suit should take advantage of the many
bargains we are offering. No old stock but new

iuHeS·A·
Sho,Î
1847.

Rt8i'*?nce.

to

BARGAIN TIME at POSTER'S

Stephens (son of Simon).
Journalist. Born in Norway
Reeidence, Norway, Maine.
C"
r80n of W'lam

-t

Block, Norway,

Opera

RfaMr·

Mrs. Nellie Harriman and Miss Foster
Virginia are visiting Mrs. Emma Stillman and others.
July 29, had a thunder shower accompanied with hail and rain, but it did
not do any damage.
P. G. Barrett is packing getting ready

with Their Feet

JULIETS,

thi Ju

of

Has Trouble

One Who

Every

And

unable to do eo.

they

Î0hï,fth JrrUen(8°n,

Peru.

was

John A. Page of West Mlnot, 78 years
of age, committed suicide by hanging in
1847. his barn Saturday morning. For some
Born In Greenwood,
Author.
years he had had a bad heart trouble
Residence, Flora, South Dakota.
We always carry a full
come here.
Can find comfort if
Rev. Henry M. King, S. T. D. (son of from which he suffered much, and a
Samuel H ). Clergyman. Born in Ox- cancer on his lip. It is supposed that he comfort shoes.
ford, Sept. 3, 1838. Residence, Provi- was despondent because of these incurable troubles, and his family had noilced
LACE BOOTS, LADY WASHINGTON, $2.00, 2.50
dence, R. I.
Hev. Ellsworth G. Lancaster, Ph. D. for several days that his mind seemed to
$2.00
GOOD CHEER,
(son of B. F. ). President of Olivet Col- be somewhat affected, though he had
$ι.ςο
OF
Intention.
COMFORT,
bint
of
suicidal
no
them
CRUMBS
in
1861.
June
Born
18,
Dixfield,
given
lege.
Residence, Olivet, Mich.
$2.00
Powers of the
BROWN UNLINED OXFORDS,
Congressman
Llewellyn
John D. Long, LL. D. (son of Zadoc).
Fourth Maine District died at his sum$1.50
GOOD CHEER OaFORDS,
Lawyer, U. S. Senator, Governor, Secre- mer home in Houltan Tuesday. Mr.
tary of Navy, etc. Born in Buckfield, Powers had been ill for a number of
$1.25, 1.35, r.50, 2.00
Oct. 27, 1838.
Residence, Hingham, months. He had been nominated by
$1.75
MECCA SLIPPERS
Mass.
the Republican convention for re-elecuavicj u. s. LiOwen (βοη οι mvini
time
a
short
but
to
tion
ago
congress,
This is the most comfortable line of shoes on the
Denmark· APril
withdrew from the contgat. Mr Powers
n« m
Dorchester, Mass.
market to-day and we can fit yon.
was born in Pittsfield iff 1838. and was
uL
(eon of Stephen), the oldest member of a family promiA
University. Born nent in the affaire of the state. He bad
in
1S55· R"ide'":e· served in various
public positions.
From 18i)7 to 1901 he was governor of
Henry C. I'eabody (eon of John Τ ) Maine, and since the latter year has
Maine.
House
Lawyer. Born in Gilead, April 14 1838 been representative from the Fourth
Residence, Portland, Maine
Tolophoiio 118-8.
District.
Rev. Lucien M. Robinson, D. D. (son

Strout (son of Bennotn
in Fryeburg, Dec
1867. Reeidence, Wayne, Pa
Oreenwood.
01 Μ· Nathaniel
Friday afternoon. No time to collect Τ
Born in Bethel, Feb. 13
tj
»
news this week, having been gonesinoe 1859
iftRo
Residence, Waban, Mass
Monday morning and just returned.
WiKht* Litt· D· (s°n of TimoFound a letter from D. 0. Davis of
ΒθΓη ,D Gilead· Marcb
Minnesota saying it rained there nearly 2 1842
New Vork city.
all the time through April, May and
AHH.'.
June, and bad just begun to dry off.
They also bad a hail storm there, doing
ma·
Ke"dence.N·»
considerable damage.
I saw Elmer role last week and found
Pereons included in the
him in bad condition.
°Xford C'0lJnty.
More next week.
and w· K· Sargent. The
C A
borD in tfae
n 'D the county,
Having been sick at his brother's home the
«λ
the educators number 13; lawyers βa few days, Irving Penley was carried to
5 °f th08e are included
his home at the village Wednesday morn/
auth°« 3; manuing, since which he has been very sick
2; chemist 1 ; real
with a fever, though as yet the doctor
estate 1, theatrical manager 1
has not decided of what nature.
Four town·, Buckfleld, Fryeburg, NorMany are in sympathy with Alton Day
have each 3. Five towns
for the loss of his barn full of hay, three
°ilead·
horses and many farming utensils, which
and burned nave 2 each. Eleven towns have one
were struck

by lightning
Thursday morning.

but

Housekeepers

an

Account with This Bank.

It is the simplest, safest, and most convenient way
there is.
By this method all accounts against the estate can
he paid simply by drawing a check for the exact amount and
mailing it together with the receipt which is usually demanded in such cases. « In this way there are two receipts—the
regular receipt and the check. How much safer and moi»·
convenient than to carry around the currency and laboriously
count out the cash and in many cases not be able to make
the exact change.
Capital, Surplus and Profits of more tlvan $91,000.00
give assurance of absolute security and account for our more
than $229,000 00 of deposits.
This Bank is under the supervision of the United
State· Government.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

CASTORIA

Norway, Maine.

Fir Infints and Children.

I TliUflJYiujiiviAjvijt Biv|bt

rite «iforfl

8rraocr*t

Raymond

Peofold ia an eoergetlc Maiatant at the Pari· bakery.
Ciarence Hatt of Boat,

SOUTH PARIS.

mother, Mrs. E. H. Ste
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August started in with

a
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The Tax Commission Hearing.
There was not a large attendance at
the hearing advertised by the tax commission at the court house Thursday.
Of the five m· mbers of the commission,
only two, Hon. W. H. White of Rockland and M. L. Merrill of St Albans,
were present.
The clerk of the commission, Mr. Robinson of Brunswick,
was also here, and showed familiarity

ν

something slightly different in the ,
Com nHMfll*! Juw 21, ΙΛβ,
weather line.
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Mies Mildred Purlin, who has been
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suffering severely with rheumatic fever, with all phases of the subject.
*;ιηΊβν «flyu
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_<» ν a. *
I On the other side of the table the atiaJly : S 35 p. m., is slightly improved.
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Four
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Frank
W.
Shaw
and
Miss
daughter.
town assessors representing as many
„.·.!> M <un.tay only.
Annie Shaw, of Portland, are spending
! towns were present—A. R. Tuell of
CHLBCHU.
I two weeks at Hotel Andrews.
i Paris, M. R. Fogg of Sumner, B. P.
."■νιπϊΐύΒλΙ thurch, R*'- A. T. McMise Verna Ilowe has returned from Glover of Hartford, and D. O. Dudley of
^
l'vwr.
11 tj A. *·. > P S· C. E. b-Oû Harpawell, where she has been
visiting Woodstock. County Attorney Barnes
-aïr.: -ervlce 'W P. *.; rhurch
w
Hon. James S.
was in for a short time.
vç>lnea<l*v evening at 7 :»> p. M. i the family of Rev. J. H. Little.
tnaw
corUlally
Wright came in late in the hearing and
the'rwise coaaeciea.
Mrs. I,ila S. Woodbury is at home
in the discussions, and some of
;
S Kewlev. Pastor. from Cape Elizabeth, where she has joined
,ti r -r h, R*v Τ
v
the county officials were in for brief
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rc.-u ;>ravermeetlng
been with her sister, Mrs. Burnham.
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SHE LIKES GOOD THINGS.
Mora of Cosh man's Travels.
Mrs. Chan. E. Smith 8( West FrankEast Scmxkr, July 29, 1Θ06.
About three weeks ago I thought I lin, Maine, nays : "I like good thing·
New Life
AU hands are booming the Norway would visit some of my Rumford Falls and l>ave-ad<>pted Dr. King's
Base Ball Club. Wm. Lelth, the new friends, but the weather was so dry and Pills as our family laxative medicine,1
are go*>d and do tbeir work
manager, is making matters interesting smoky, and the odor from the paper became they
I
mills so fresh, I cut short my visit a without making a fuse about it" The«e
(or one interested in the sport
Λ. Shurtleff |
The road commissioner will pot his little. Everybody I met said it was a painleea purifier· sold at F.

SOUTH ΡΛΚΙ9 19; PARIS HILL 0.
In a game at the high school grounds
Saturday, arraoged to give South ParW
a chance to try oui its new infield, Paris
Hill waa greatly out classed and unable
to score. With Pike on first, Titcomb

work on the state road next
week. The work will be continued near
it
work
best
did
the
the
infield
short,
Jamee Crockett1· on the Waterford stage
has done this year. The only error
road. Much money has already been
charged against them was a poor throw expended on this road with excellent réby Berry after he bad made a fine stop sulta. Much of the teaming from Waterand was in a hard position to make his
ford, Stoneham, Albany andOreenwood
throw.
is over this road.
Parlin was the only regular member
The two cement bouses on Tucker
of the outfield in the game, but the subStreet are being pushed to completion.
stitutes, Rawson and Lowell, did fine The
buildings attract lots of attention
work. Bolster, who has played in out-and it is said they will find a ready
field, went behind the bat, and although market when
placed on sale.
he has done no catching this year be did
The Congregational church will be
excellently, and his throwing was very closed during the month of August. Rev.
accurate.
B. S. Rideout enjoys his annual vacation
Clark pitched in fine form for South
during
August.
six
to
and
held
his
Paris,
opponents
A. O. Noyes Co., No. 12, U. R., K. of
bits, three of which were made by E. P., under
command of Capt. Wallace W.
Shaw, the only member of the Paris |
P. Ames 1st. Lieut., and C.
Hill team who could do anything with Sheen, Harry
M. Titcomb 2d Lieut., with about fifty
his pitching. The eighth inning was
members go to Boston the first of the
the only one in which Paris Hill seemed
week.
likely to score. In this inning two | Albert L. Sanborn, formerly in trade
singles and an outfield fiy gave them in this village, now with Cates Piano Co.,
men on second and third, with two out§
is enjoying his two weeks' vacation with
and Fred Shaw at the bat. Shaw made
hie family at the Falls.
a great try for a hit, but Berry made a
| Co. D, 2d Regt., N. G. S. M., start for
fine one-hand catch of his line drive and
camp at Augusta, the first of the week,
spoiled Paris Hill's chance of two runs. Mgnday. They will go into camp at
Tike's batting was the leading feature
the fair grounds Saturday night, under
of the game. Out of six times at the
command of Capt. John W. Nash, 1st
bat he made three doubles and two sinLieut. M. P. Stiles, and 2d Lieut. L. Π.
gles, and the other time be went out on Daughraty, with a full company of enlista fly to right field.
ed men. They will remain in camp durSOUTH PARIS.
ing the week.
Β
II.
A.
K.
Β.
P.O.
A.B.
W. L. Merrill has a beautiful collection
0
3
12
6
4
Titcomb, 2-b
he made on his last trip in
0 of views
3
2
3
0
β
Purlin, c.f
0 Bethel, Newry, Grafton and other places
5
12
4
1
W. Pike, l b
.6
0 j
0
1
2
1
5
Cole, 2-b
recently. Mr Merrill is a master at his
1 I
1
2
1
2
β
Clark, ρ
business.
0
3
1
6
1
2
Raweon, l.f.
j Merton A. Millett was arrested for a
0
2
1
2
5
Bolster, c
01
2
3
3
2
5
Berry, e.e
1, violation of the automobile law relative
0
3
110
....4
Lowell, r.f
After a bearing on
to speed and signal.
{
He
2 Monday he was fined -$10 and costs.
19
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27
12
49
Totale. Γ
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Buy Bargains Now

You Can

We are going to close out our SUMMER STOCK OF
Λ Co.'s drug store. 25c.
time.
that muet interest you.
,
CLOTHING at
I called on my friend Fred Atwood,
the jolly postmaster of Rumford. He
Born.
seemed very busy, but got a little time
to swap jokes with me. He asked me
In South Parla, July a, to tbe wife of Frank
bow my health was. I told him all H. Plummer, a too.
$15
$20 or iS Suit for
In Wfft Sumner, July 36, to the «rife of C. E. 1
not
lame
and
could
was
but
I
right,
very
a «on.
ι a
for
Suit
walk much. Then he invited me to din- Hadley,
L.
16,
G.
of
wife
tbe
15
$17,
In We»t Sumner, July i6, to
ner, but he knew I couldn't get there.
Curtis, a daughter.
10
$14, 13, 12 Suit for
In West Sumner, July 36, to tbe wife of W. If. 1
Then I called on Stanley Bisbee. I
a daughter.
6
knew he was glad to see me, for he gave Chandler,
$7.50 Suit for
In Mexico, July 36, to tbe wife of Fred Bart
me a good cigar.
I asked him if he lett, twlDP, a eon and a daughter.
for
4
Suit
$5
knew anything about one John P. Swa- ! In Rumford, July 31, to tbe wife of Carey
$10.
Lackey, a «on.
some broken lots for $5, were
SUITS
OUTING
this
in
office
is
his
very cheap,
sey. "Oh, yes,
| In Romford, Julr 18, to the wife of John
building, and it is about time for him to Coulombe, a daughter.
be here."
So I waited at the door, and soon he
Married.
bands and
came along.
We shook
smiled. Says John,
In Weet Pari», July 35, by Rev. D. R. Ford,
Dre*s and Working
4"c to $1 Reduction.
"How do you stand the racket?"
Mr. Jack Rooenberg and Ml»» Lena Paakanen,
to 75c Reduction.
Pari·.
Tioueers
both
of
is
it,
"How
I.
40c
Outing
"Ob, fairly well," says
In Ruckfleld, July 30, by tbe Re*. A. W. Pot
with you?"
tie. Mr. Hezeklah Stetson and Mr·. Amle Alice
"Ob, better thau I expected. At one Steuon, both of -Sumner.
time I felt a little uneasy on account of i In Denmark, July 38, Mr. Sumner II. Smith
M lee Ethel M. Boyd.
that Bath man with his 'filthy lucre/ and
In Auburn, July 31. by Rev. A. J. Mareh, Mr.
But 'Trouble may endure for a night, { Willi· N. White and Mlt« Nillle C. Abbott, both
if you would call and look at the suits, would cause you to
At
"
of Dix Held.
but joy cometh in the morning.'
now rather than later.
suit
school
the
on
a
Money in your pockets.
we
sat
down
wheelbarrow
Then
buy
and talked over the affairs of state. We
Sale.
For
$12, 10, 7.50, 5 Youths' Suits at $10, 7.50, 6, 4.
agreed on several important points. I
Hereford male calf, 6
told John I should like to have him do
50c to $1 off.
Boys' Knee Suits, good
me a favor.
Choicest breeding,
months, $50.
but extra wearing
out of
somewhat
odd
Knee Suits,
lots,
"What is it?" says he, "but I haven't,
color and markings unsurany money to lend."
1-2
values, at 1-3 to
Sire's sizeS 1-2 ft.,
"You don't understand me. I don't
want your money, but a few of your old dam 7 ft.
L. S. HOLMES,
law books, so I can open a law office at j
Straw and Cloth Hats at
Sumner Flat."
| 31-33
South Paris, Me.
Do you need one?
"All right," says John, "I will think
$2, 1.50, i, 50c Hats now $1.50, t, 75c,
of it."
Best come and look.
Annual
"Another thing I want, and that is, I
South Paris, Aug. 3,
want you to try to have a new dog law
made that is good for something."
Annual meeting of the Durell Hill I
to
"All right," says he, "when I get to
Cemetery Association will be held
congress and get settled down and pick
the Town Office, Saturday, Aug. as
or not as you
one.
nut a boarding place. I will introduce a in
at 7:30 P. M.
bill on dogs that will satisfy the most S,
Fastidious sheep raiser in Hartford."
;ome
F. A. SHURTLEFF, Sec.
31
I had a very pressing invitation from
fbe West Paris correspondent of the
THE
said corI don't know
Democrat.
respondent, but the party claims to be a
woman, and I have no reason to deny PULLS 80 HARI) OX THE STOMACH IT I
Norway
Soutli Parie
the claim. She says she laughs at some !
MIST HAVE HELP.
jf ray "folderol" in the Democrat. If I
Vfc stress and strain of the strenuous
:an be the means of bringing a smile on I
and country makes
her fair countenance I shall be amply life in both city
F. A. HHFRTC.KFF * CO.
Γ. A. SHVRTLEFF A CO.
Five people suffer
troubles.
repaid. She throws out great induce- stomachwhere one did ten years
ago with
rnents to have me come and make her a to-day
flatulence, dissail. She says she has invited John to sick headache, dizziness,
after eating, specks before tbe eyes,
some and see her, but he doesn't re- tress
nervousness, sleeplessness and
spond. Now I know all about John. bloating,
of indigestion.
He knows how to talk to a woman at the many other symptoms
All who are suffering with stomach
long range, but for close contact he is a
that means at least two
back number—good enough for grange troubles, and
Season is at Hand.
The
of three in Paris and other towns,
meeting and eating baked beans. Still, out
tablets.
stomach
Mi-o-na
use
should
John and I are the best of friends.
To insure success you will reed good spices—spices that are
as safe, yet effective;!
Now if it is possible for me to visit I Nothing else is
else can be so thoroughly relied
in flavor and rich in strength.
delicious
nothing
shall
be
I
sister
only
correspondent,
ray
all troubles from inditoo happy to do so and partake of ber upon to relieve
Our Spices are Pure, Fresh, Natural*flavored
as
Mi-o-na.
gestion
ijood cheer.
aud Surprisingly Strong.
So reliable is Mi-o-na that F. A. ShurtWSI. Cl'SUMAN.
leff A Co., with every 50-cent box they
dry

prices

The proceedings were very largely in
Wilson and daughter of
Abington, Mass., were guesta at Mrs. L ! the nature of an informal conference,
.--·
iT-.en!n«T*.
I and though the discussions occasionally
irvh, Kev. J. Wallace Cheabro, C. Morton's for a few days last week.
reaching *«rvlce lu 45 a.
π l»v,
for a little into some side issues,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Havnee art· spend- strayed
* .; Y P. 9. C. Ε .6 15 ρ
» ;i:
as a rule they we re confined very closely
; Wwlneiulay even- ing their vacation on a
eett".: Τ ** ν
drive.
carriage
to the question of taxation in some of
All are
Seat» ,rve
,-vke TS»
They were at Sumner most of last week. I! its phases—and in the course of two
:reh, Kev J. H. Little. Ι'ω»Γ.
Mrs. George B. Crockett and M re. C. hours pretty nearly all phases of the
.'..ι every sunlay ai 1" *6 a. m
u 12 Jt. -Junior l'nton at 3 30 A. Record and son Miles returned Fri- question received more or less attention,
S».
Ρ
Τ
it
(
Γ
;·
day from a stay of aome weeks in camp ! even if the arrangement of topics was
! neither scientific nor systematic. A few
at Bridgton.
rTArfcD Mfcvnso».
«tray points only in connection with the
Re^lar
So.
*4.
!-o.lge.
Flora's
y.-Pari
will
Paris
be
observed
,
day
by
discussions are noted:
»·.· Telling on or before full moon.
lôth.
are
Patrons
Grange
Aug
requestThe members of the commission,
—Mount M'.· a L.olge, regular meetA good programme without
venin·· of each week.—Aurora ed to bring flowers.
giving any suggestion as to
-4t ,ial thirl Monday evenings is in preparation.
should
what recommendations they
So.
Lodge.
Kebefcah
e wsan
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes are at their make to the legislature, expressed the
■οηΛ an 1 fourth Krl'lay β of each
camp at Shagg Pond for a stay of two general opinion that the burden of taxFellows' HalL
George H. Dav:§ drivée on R. F. ation falls most heavily upon the rural
-w. Κ. Κ'.τ.':ill Poet. So. lte, meet· weeks.
cach
of
and agricultural communities, and seemD. No. 2 during Mr. Holmes' absence.
!r; -aturday evening*
-,
v.K.Hall
ed to feel, as indicated by their questionA.
G
of
the
Labile·
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Morton entertainilmbal t_ !.-<·>,
ing of the local assessors, that perhaps
1 :hlr<! Saturday evening» of ed at tea last
Saturday Mr. and Mrs. something might be done in the way of
!n (jraad Armi Hall.
meet* George Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Λ L. Chain erlaln Camp
equalization by putting the care of the
: ly· evening* of each month, Morton, and Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Heidner.
I
t·· 'Χι. 1,
poor upon the counties instead of the
ora'tce. from May
t*ir
third Saturlay ; 'luring the
-.
Miss Alice Pierce, who has spent a towns, and by returning to the towus
In
meets
3a;urday,
every
:ae year,
number of weeks with her brother on for the construction of roads and other
i -Seconil an·! fourvn Mon lay a of Cape Cod, came home Saturday. Her municipal purposes a larger share of
brother Tracy went to Boston to meet the revenue of the state than is now
*;.·η>- Brool LoUge. So. 1*1, her.
done.
even'nge
Wedaeeday
io'-rth
1
it.
appealed.
PARIS HILL.
The question of wild land taxes retrain
The
Frank P. Stone has a very interesting
Saturday, ceived much attention, but when all was j
early morning
H.H. PO. λ. Ε.
A.B. Κ
-Hamlin Lodge. So. 31. œ«*w e.try
that
it
eaat
was
so
was
bound,
and
1
0
0
1
0
4
heavy
pretty display of jars of· soda
it did not appear that any one Andrew*, 2-b
:;g al Pythian Hi:..
said,
5
0<
0
1
3
4
run in two section?,
the second section
H.Shaw, c
syrups, crushed fruits, coffee and preor the
of
the
commission
either
present,
0
0
10
2
1-b
4
0
-·, M True uf New Gloucester
j
being all Pullmans except oue baggage public, had any clear idea as to any Cummlng*.
0
0
0
1 pared pineapple, raspberries, cherries,
2
F. Shaw, ρ
4
am*·* S. Wright's for a visit. car.
The cherries were grown by Stone
0
0
1 etc.
3
4
3
radical change from present conditions Ε. Shaw, 3 b
2 himself and all the syrups and fruits
0
1
1
0
4
H. Cole, c.f e.e
A >>t? went SaturUy for a
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Morton were that is desirable.
ι·
0
0
1
3
I
f
Strout,
0;
him. He has put up about
0
4
6 put up by
1
3
3
It seemed from bis expressions that F.A.shaw, e.e., c.f
er former home in Whitman,
guests of Mr. ami Mrs. Walter Gray at
of fruit and syrups.
0
2
0
1
3
r.f
01 two hundred, gallonsmuch
>:-*
"Gray Birches" Sunday. 'Tis indeed an Mr. White was in favor of a direct In- Barrows,
more will be
All this and maybe
summer home and cordial hospital- heritance tax such as is now in force in
idea!
β
li
11
0
24
33
eon
Totale
and
Merrill
L. S.
; Mrs.
v
used by bim at his soda fountain.
some states, to be assessed, not upon
i« always extended.
to
ity
drive
Score by Innings.
on a
are
carriage
Frank B. Fogg took the family of S. C.
:
the real estate of the deceasei, but up- !
12345173 9—Total. Foster in bis auto to North Windham,
Co. D, Second Regiment, X. G. S. M., on such
Turner.
intangible property as appeared
0
x-19
3
0
1
7
2
4
2
Parle
at
left for the state encampment
Augusta to have escaped taxation for at least a South
Tuesday, for a two weeks' outiog. Miss
». .J. steam* and wife of Boston ί
0 00000000—0
Parle Hill
tram
on the early
Hazel and lier father returned with Mr.
Monday morning, term of years.
r ni:
Mr. stearua' sister, Mrs.
1
Two-baeehlts,
Karoe'l runs. South Paris 5.
after having spent tbe time from SaturThe question of taxation of mort- Pike 3, E.-haw. Sacrlllee bite, Bolster, Cole, Fogg.
: <>ates.
j At the Opera House on Saturday,
day in camp on tbe fair grouuds.
gages, bonds, other securities, and in First l.aee on balls, off Clark 0; off Shaw 1.
\
M try Gile^ of Arlingt»)n, Mass
Leit on Aug. S, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon,
Struck out, by Clark 3; by Shaw 4.
of
all
forms
fact,
with
her
Ferdinand
Richards
Mrs.
S.
intangible
personal
for a
bases. South l'arle 8; Parle Hill 7. I»oublc play. the democratic candidates for governor
.,
z lest at Charles Kawson's
daughters. Miss Maud and Mrs. F. N. property, and the manner of discovering F A. Shaw to Cummin*?. First base on errors, ! aud
ι\
last week.
congressman will open the campaign.
William·», and granddaughter Gladys of such property, was hammered over two South Parle 10; Pails Hill 2. Hit by pttcHe-1
Umpire, Wheeler. Scorer, ! Miss Nina Keyes returned to her
s ra Dunham left Saturday morn- ; Ogden, Utah, visited several days last or three times in the course of the ball, by Clark 1.
>
er.
Lewiston home the first of the week.
The members of the com- Tha;
^it to Mrs. George C. Krskine week with her nephew and nieces, B. F. session.
k ν
She worked for Mrs. R. L. Powers the
team
School
the
that
i
Grammar
fact
Paris
commented
South
mission
Mass.
s
1: chard and sisters.
-it Jutland,
upon
,·
season and will work for her again
the report of tbe state assessors showed christened their new suits Saturday past
>
next season.
; -roy Jack and Mies Kathryu
J. S. Clapp. a former citizen of Paris a
small amount of money at In- afternoon by winning a game from
very
ν
i: jr'ls were guests at N. D. aud with many friends here, now proMr. and Mrs. Randall 0.
Porter,
forms of intangible Streaked Mountain. The score of the
terest and other
Helen Noyes and Mary Millett, Robert
:
a day or two last week.
prietor of the Cbadwick House iu Tort- property in the Oxford County towns— game was 10 to 5.
Millett and sons, Robert and Nathan,
observed his 7">th birthday inform- as well as in the other towns of the
\
Harold T. Briggs was visite*! a land,
PARIS GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
sell, give a guarantee to refund the
have been stopping at Round Pond this
and was the recipieut of
A pardon was granted at the monthly
Mr. White
matter.
for that
Miss Gertrude al!}· Saturday,
state,
us last week by
a.b. κ. β κ. P.O. A.
money unless the remedy cures.
at Editor Sanborn's establishment.
of congratulation from
letters
week,
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and
of
the
many
his
view
all
taxmeeting
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governor
S. Davis, sa
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Lieut. Mo»es P. Stiles, of Co. D, 2d Thursday to Walter H, Moore of Wilton,
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other
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of
ation
mortgagee
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0
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2
has been re5
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f., 2 b
-r L. Gray,
Regt., N. G. S. M., has made some great who has served l'J years of a life senEsq
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double taxation, Merrill. I 1-b
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Rev. Charles D. Crane, a former pastor of indebtedness
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for assault and robof
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state
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prison
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week,
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1, past
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bery of ΙΰΟ.
church, but for some years correspond- stitution and laws all such property is
iMpa.Mil»! PKKI:*· pay Κ R far·;6
ο
ο
1
1
0| In a match Monday he made two scores
.....4
Culbert, r.f.
Wright, Mrs. ing secretary of the Maine State Chris- taxable and should be taxed.
H :4n<l Mrs. James S.
ο
0
1
7
4
Jackson, c
at 500 yards, possible 85 points, 35 each.
was
a
domestic,
Margaret McKenzie,
0
0
10
4
it was stated by the commission that Andrews, c.f
M Howard and Charles H. Howard tian Endeavor Union, has accepted a call
His other shooting was nearly as good. no
badly burned at Bangor Monday by
family will go Tuesday to Mere to the pastorate of the Congregational in some states there is assessed on mort- I
10
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3
27
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lieutenant is without doubt the the
The
Totale
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which she îeo-i
of
alcohol
with
mills
five
explosion
being
to occupy a cottage for two weeks. church in Saylesville, R. I.
gages a registry tax,
best shot in the state.
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was filling a self-heating polishing iron,
assessed on a mortgage when it is re- !
the
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LewAlMrs.
at
Richardson
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Mr*, (ieorge H. Morton and
Α Β
B.H. P.O. A.
that ehe died in the hospital that night.
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appendicitis. He is doing well.
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EASY TO OPEN.

W"nd prJbably

impossible

pickles

or

cooking

of any kind

to obtain from any other souice.

a

delicious·

also find

a

F. A.SHURTLEFF&CO.
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JUL.Y 27th.

THIS WEEK'S ATTRACTIONS
650 yds. Crepe Chiffon

Organdy

Parisienne

546'yds.

at 10e.
at 8c.

Gray Rainproof Suitings, 25c. goods for 17c.
White Dress Skirts
We

are now

Reduced Prices.

at

holding

closing

a

sale of BLACK PETTICOATS.
This is to make

a clear space for the
arrive next month.

new

skirts to

REMEMBER this is the month of bargains and
Yours

come

often.

truly,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Mid

=

Summer

Mark Down Sale.
This sale is for the purpose of closing out some jobs in Summer Suits,
Pants, Straw Hats, &c. The sizes are
not complete in these lots and we have
ma'de the price so low to close them
out that they are genuine bargains.
piece Suits,
piece Suits,

ι

Lot Men's

2

ι

Lot Men's

2

ι

Lot Men's black

I
ι
ι

ι
ι
ι
ι

former
former

Alpacca

price $S, 9.. .now $6.50
price $6 75.. .r.ow 4.9S

Coats, former

Lot Men's Summer Pants, former
Lot Men's Summer Pants, former

price $2.50,
now

Lot Misses' and Children's white Canvas Oxfords,
former price $1.50, now

Lot Men's Straw Hats, former
Lot Men's Straw Hats, former
Lot Men's Straw Hats, former
Lot Men's Straw Hats, former

J.

1.87

price $2.50, 3, now 2.15
price $2.25, now 1.59

price $1,
price 50c
price 50c
price 50c

1.50.

..now
now
now

7SC

75c
35c
25c

now 10c

F. PLUMMER,

-urntaher,

I

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

EASY TO SEAL.

toy

^ γ°ο"Γο

dodge him, and sustained

Sure Seal.

rubber ring to fail and
fruit.

'"wdSmS*» 'the

—

Both Papers One Year lor $2.25.

PAPER.

Edna^May 5ϊϊ£°ο!

îiîifHni.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

i«

^ï»d

EATON,

your

AT THE PHARMACY OF

upholstered.

|

"Aw

*T?

1

E. Sargent,
si«|

Principal

give

By the ounce or pound at right prices. You will
of Squibb's celebrated spices in sealed packages.

—

—

f

line

will

that is

|

^1

uift

ness

\

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

Carriage
Why

$3.25

$4.00
$5.00
$1.75

not let us fit a

I
without

with best
for the

carriage umbrella on
selling four grades :

to

your

bi>ggy ?

am

fringe.

with corded

Umbrellas.

fringe.

cover

common

and fine double knotted

fringe.

wood handled cart umbrella.

JAMES N. FAVOR,
Ol iWitln flit.*

Norway, Malno.

Hay Crop

The

The Ρuzzler

Will be short at the best. To get
what there is you must have a good

Mowing
can

get

a

—

OR A

Grade Portrait Work

High

DEE RING

in Crayon, Water color,

—

SOUTH PARIS

SOUTH PARIS.

tçgwyçay;

ladTes^
complete

Style in Spectacle

Name
Name
What
What
What

Frames

stock of

is very much
It is
taste.

matter of

a

important,
they set prop-

White and Brown

though, that
erly on the nose
right distance

Duck and Canvas

Eyes ;

OXFORDS

Frothingham's

WE

N·. 221.—The LittU Mathematician.

from

the

guessing

is

one

?

S. RICHARDS,

Little Johnny Smith had a bnrd flkii
When be had finIn multiplication.
ished it he laid bis slate down for η
minute to pick up his pencil from the
While he wasn't looking Billy
floor.
Barnes, the bad boy, rubbed off nearly
all the figures. Johnny was so nervous and disappointed that be could not

St., Soyth Pari·. Me.

remember any of the figures, even
The teacher
those of the multiplier.
says If Johnny enn find what number or numbers will give blm the same
product as the one Billy rubbed out
be may have the handsome story book
which is on her desk. Can you help

Jobnny?

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY
tbe choice of every girl who h&a
ever tasted it.
The reason is sim-

ple:

J". H.

up stock.

high-grade materials.

pure,

Norway, Me.

Opp· 301 xxx House.

(•orner Main and Danforth

To tbe Honorable Boanl of County Commissionera for the County of Oxfoni :
Tbe undersigned, Selectmen of the town of
Hartfoni, in said County. respectfully represent
that they desire tbe discontinuance of a certain
way In said town, vlx. : Commencing at a
opposite the residence of Charles Merrill on
Bear Mouutaln. so-celled, In said town, theuce
up tbe Mountain to a |>o!nt where said way Intersects the highway loading froai Hartfoni to
Llveruiore past the residence of Adrian Lucas.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that after
due notice and hearing thereon your Honorable
Board may discontinue the above described way.
Hartford, Me.. Julv 11.1908.
B. F. GLOVEK, ) Selectmen
of
Ci. A. HO L MBS,J
Hartford.
J. K. IRISH,

>

; SEAL.

I
STATE OF MAINE.

County of oxfoki>, ss
Board of County Commissioner», May session,
1»)8; held by adjournment June 17, 1·.*>>.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory
evidence having been received that the
ers are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the
merits of their application Is expedient. It is
OKUF.KkO, that the County Commissioners meet
at the house of Charles Merrill, In Hartfoni, In
said County, on Thursday. Aug 37, l'Ai.-, next, at
etevçu of the clock α. μ and thence proceed to
view the route mentioned In said petition; luime! lately after which view, a hearing of the parties
and their witnesses will be had at some convenient
place In the vicinity, and such other measures
taken In the premises as the Commissioners shall
And It Is further Okdkkkd. that
iu<lge proper.
notice of the time, place ami purpose of the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all
person.-* and corporations Interested, bv causing
attested copies of said petition and of this onler
thereon to be served upon the Clerk of the Town
of Hartfoni and also |>oeted up in three public
places in said town aud published three weeks
successively In the Oxfont Democrat a news
paper printed at Paris in said County of Oxfonl,
the llrst of said publications, and each of the
other notices, to be made, served and posted,
at least thirty days before said time of meeting,
to the end that an persons and corporations may
then and there appear and shew cause. If any
they have, why the prayer of sal·! petitioners
should not be granted.
Attest :—CHARLES K. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
Court thereon.
ΑΤΤΚ8Γ -CILAELKS r. W lllTM AS. Clerk.

J

petition-1

E. W.

Slgued

any

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside ot
oulaide work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
tier aad Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.!
11.

Sheathing for Sale.

CHANDLER,

W.

West Sumner,

ftrîrî

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Pianos
Large Stock

of New Pianos and

a

Q/pQltfUUBV—1UC μι u
til tu αϊ or club winged.

ni

υι

ο

as

will;

good

The best refreshment waited for htm still.
He set his little lamp uright
And trimmed the smoky two with care.
Λ dingy book he brought to lightAll tilings. Indeed, were dingy there.
His tiny ilutne (lashed like a thousand

tapers;

It shone upon the

sparkling

total

papers.

the
warning
Rang shrilly through the gloomy aisle.
The miner, starting from his dream,
Took up his one wkh cheery smile.
£ven In a coal mine he may labor gayly
Who Joins the total, club a halt hour
dally.
whistle's

Too soon

scream

No. 225.—Reversals.

(Exchange heads and tails. Example: tool, loot.)
That tnouritalu white will (1) ···· all
day at the corner store, his mare, her

at her side, (2) **** at the fence,
with uo better *··· than an old newsIt puts me Into an Indignant
paper.
···· would
(3) ·***, and the fellow's
l>e swift and sure If I had my way
But If I can uot (4) ···* with the man.
I long to ·*·* the huugry l>east to a
good stall. Rut the poor man Is ouly
half nourished himself, his clothes are
(5) ······ though they bristle with pis····

tol and ······, aud his breath (0) ·····
to
an odor of "moonshiue" enough
·····
the nostrils like a blow.

Jnd Uncle Cy paid $8.50 for his stilt
and $6.50 for his hat. She gave $S.5<"
for a hat and $5.50 for a dress. Therefore, if Uncle Cy had bought a $0 hat
and she a $0 hat. hers would have cost
half as much more than his and they

Business

would each have spent $14.50.
1. Β
No. 215.—Oblique Rectangle:
2. Dug. 3. Build. 4. Glows. 5. Dwell,
β. Slays. 7. Lyres. 8. Sever. 9. Sewed.
12. Raw. 13. Y.
10. Refer. 11. Delay.
No. 216.—Charades: Sea-man-ship;
Sun-beam.
Να 217.—Enigma: The letter N.

Organs.

MEN PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
More than half of mankind over sixty
to
from
Second hand pianos
to buy for New Year's present.
$175. years of age suffer from kidney and blad$125
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and der disorders, usually enlargement of
Here is prostate glands. This is both painful
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
a good trade in musical instruments.
should be taken at the first sign of
it corrects irregularities and
has cured many old men of this disease.
Mo
Mr. Rodney Burnett, Rockport,
writes: "I suffered with enlarged prostate gland and kidney trouble for years
and after taking two bottles of Foley's
Maine.
Kidney Care I feel better than I have "tor
twenty years, although I am now 91
years old." For sale by ali druggists.

danger,

W. J". Wheeler,
•outb.

Parle,

PI .EASE

anything

MIND!

In

Keep

When in want of

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Hoom Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

We have some

new

Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Liquid Filler,

linee of paints which

we

believe to

raised his iron and smote

"What—what did I hit?" he
in a half dazed manner.

Putty, Nails,

inquired

"Massachusetts, sir," replied the cad-

die.

good qaalitiea of Ely's Cream
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream
Balm, which ia intended for use in
All th«

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Floor Paints,

as

The golfer
furiously.

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

That it ia a wonderful remeTurpentine, atomizers.
ia proved by an
Brushes. dy for Nasal. Catarrh
ever-increaelng mass of testimony. It
be most desirable.
out
nor
not
does
rasp the tender airdry

paasages. It allays the inflammation
and goes straight to the root of the disParoid Roofing—The beet of all rootingH. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't ease. Obstinate old caaea have yielded
try imitations.
in a few weeks. AU druggiata, 75o., inor mailed by Ely
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts. I cluding spraying tube, New York.
Broa., 56 Warren Street,
Regular size· of doors in stock. Have jour veranda screened in. We

|

sell wire screen cloth, spring

Wheelbarrow·—We

Telephones

hinged,

screen

door

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

catches,

Call and

8uyliee—We

Ac.

see

them.

have just received a barrel of ''Coand Electrical
lumbia Ignition Batteries" the beet for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

WHO

IN·

PREROGATIVES.

Οηοβ at the Fag end of the Shooting
a Heo Pbeaeanfe «aid to Her
Mate:
"It strike· me, Sir, that I have been
subservient to your majesty long enough.
After all, I am as good as you. I can
Strut as proudly." (Here she suited the
Action to the Word.) "I can get up in
the Coverts with as loud a 'Wh-r-r-r.'
And, in short, there's Nothing you can
do that I can't do as well—or better. I
decline, therefore, to be a crushed Worm
of a Hen any longer. Prom henceforth I
live the free, independent Life of a cock."
Next Day, when they were out together in the Woods, they were disturbed by
the sound of a Man's Footstep. Up flew
the Cook with a loud Wh-r-r-r, and the
Hen, not to be outdone, faithfully imitated his Noise and Flight as she rose.

Deceived by this, the Sportsman,

Challenge Accepted.

CHBKSE.

name.

Nearly fill

usually
a pud-

and butter, together with the peach
juice, make a delicious sauce, no other is
needed. .This can be made in winter
with canned fruit.

APPLE

SNOW.

Separate the whites and yolks of two
eggs and beat each thoroughly; add two

of granulated sugar and two
cups of milk to the yolks and cook until
it thickens. Flavor and set aside to
cool. To the beaten whites add one
tart apple which has been pared and
grated. Add one cup of pulverized
sugar gradually and beat until light.
Keep on ice until ready to serve, then
put the custard in a glass bowl and pile
the beaten white mixture on top.

tablespoons

CHICBEN
«Α·ιη»

PUDDING.

αΚΙαΙταμ

ίη»Λ

email

ΠΛΡ.

Nicety

Place a pin In tbe end of a cork in
each side of whlcb'a penknife has been
Inserted obliquely, as shown In the engraving. The knives should be as nearly as possible of equal weight. By
opening one or the other of "them they
can be made to balance.
In order to brlug them to the exact
position required—that is, to bring tbe
pin, the cork and the knives to α horizontal position—place the head of tbe
pin on the end of your finger and ascertain If the two knives are on tbe
If noti adjust them until
same level.

they

are so.

Then take the cork In your hand and
lay the stem of the pin on tbe point of

days

see blm.
Of course they could not see
with their eyes, but tbey thought that
by touching him they could leuru just
what kind of anlinul he was.
The first one happened to put bis

might

"Well,
hard on the elephant's side.
well!" he said. "Now I know all about
this beast. lie is exactly like a wall."
The second felt only of the elephant's
tusk. "My brother," he said, "you are
mistaken. He is not at all like a wall.

snake."
The fourth reached out his arms and
grasped one of the elephant's legs.
"Oh, how blind you are!" he said. "It
Is very plain to me that he Is round

HOW THE THICK IS DON·.
a

needle, tbe head of which Is fastened

You must
of a bottle.
carefully ch;..ige tbe point of support
of the pin until you have found that
position In which it remains perfectly
horizontal when left to itself.
Now blow upon one of the penknives,
at first gently and then more strongly.
Yon will thus cause the whole to rotate
rapidly. After a time the needle, being harder, will have worn a tiny hole
In the cork

M W.»

pelted

ΡΛΡΓ'^·

mushrooms.
Planks for cooking may be purchased
Senator's Fish Scales.
or easily made at home; use oak or
Senator Ankeny of Washington is an
hickory an inch thick and cut a
enthusiastic fisherman. Senator Tiles
groove one inch from the edge of the tells the following story on him.
stretched
plank for gravy or juices.
When Mr. Ankeny became a proud

a

and tall like a tree."
The fifth was a very tall man. and
he chanted to take hold of (he elephant's ear. "The blindest man ought
to know that this l»east is not like auj
of the things that you name." ho said
"lie Is exactly like a lui; ο fan."
The sixth was very blind. Indeed,
and It was some time before he could
At last lit
find the elephant ar alt
seized the anlm-il's ?a !. "Oh, fi><>lls!i
fellows!" he cried. "Ymi s'irel" hiiv
This clcp!uj:;t I
lost your senses.
not like a wall or a Fpcar or a ennk(
H 't
>>r a tree; licithei h lu» I/ o a fan.
wit'?

man

any

■·

"Most men are foola when in love."
"Why drag in love?"

WARNING.

If you have kidney and bladder trouble
and do not use Poley'a Kidney Care, yoa
will have only yonraelf to blame (or résulta, m it positively onrea all forms of
kidney and bladder diseases. For sale

by all drogglata.

stlpation,

sick

headaohe,

stomach

trouble,
any form of indigestion. It
soning; Cook the last three in a little it
fails, the manufacturers refund your
butter. Press half the chopped beef inWhat more can any one do. For
to a square bread pan, then spreadI the money.
sale by all druggists.

dressingly evenly

over

or

this, finishing

wings

is

from

formed

truly,

Everyone who values good health
shoaJd at the first sign of sickness take
Atwood's Bitters.
a dose of ML. F."
They quickly adjust the trouble and set
you right. They restore vigor to the
tired and overworked organs and build
up general health. At the store, 35c.

pure and wholesome. All fooil guaranteed first class.
Nothing >tale.

goods daily.

Hot Rolls

at ·Ύ:30 P.

HI.,

Wednesday

Mondât,

on

Fridat.

and

Lunch tables have been fitted

and hot cotlee and tea will be
with lunches.

in

serve

Norway

i

ami

he Is c:

see

delplila Ledger.

irtl le of sense < a·
"fee a rope/!—Phil"

A Famous Architect's Trick.
When Sir Christopher Wren was
building the town hall of Windsor, t:
fidgety member of the corporation. s<·
the story goes. Insisted that tin· roof
required further support and desired
In
the architect to add more pillars
valu did Sir Christopher assure lit tit
lit
that the danger was Imaginary
The alarm spread, and
knew better
the groat architect was worried Into

adding the desired columns.
Years passed, and In later times
wheu architect and patrons were dead
clennlng operations lu the roof re
vealed the fact that the supposed addl
tional supports did not touch the roof
by two inches, though this was not per
c«ptible to the gazers below.
By this Ingeuioits expedient did Wren
his critics, while vindicating bis
pacify

own

two

KILLthc couch
CURE

mo

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

FOR

Co

on

Notice of First

Meeting of Creditors

In the District Court of the United -State* for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
Id Bankruptcy.
ΑΚΤΗ UK HKBBAKD,
of Norway, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Arthur ilcbbard, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice le hereby given that on the 18th day ο
wat
.July, A. D. 190», the said Arthur Hebbard first
the
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
meeting of his creditors will be held at the ofllr.»·
of the Keferee, No. 8 Market Square, South
)
Paris, on the 5th day of Aug., A. I·. Ifl0«, at 1
o'clock Id the forenoon, at which time the said
their
claims,
ap.
creditors may attend, prove
and
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Maine, July 18, lisiS.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Keferee Id Bankruptcy.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

architectural skill to future gener-

I'm Telling You.
Tat Murphy, who was In lodgings
was greatly annoyed by the landlady
helping herself to his provisions She
began by taking a piece of his butler
and when Put cauie home she said:
"Pat. I'm taking a little of your butter. but I'm not like other landladies-

LowestPricesmOxiordGouniv.
NORWAY,

dicious.—Chicago Record-Herald.

paste

-fcMoMaft

for·! Democrat, a newspaper
Paris, In eaM County, that tin

Probate Court to be hel l
the thlr'l Tuesday of Au·.·
of the clock In tin· fur··!
on If they eee cause.
(•ertruilc IV. Pmtf.

will ami petition for |·:.
by William II. Pratt, th.·.

itii
\i

...

Γ

.·:

it.
.t

,-.

\hoiiiI Hurrlll, lit·

and petition for |
Joseph A. Piitnun

t!

·■

\·

it

ti

Ptborah Eiluarilt,
will aad petition fot
hy Mary B. Wadswortl
name·!.

ν

lUioiln S. Yatm, l.iti
will an·! petition for nrobite
by Jaroea S. Wright,tin.· *·.

Γ.
I·

ι·

Π
Evan· Ο. Allen, i*.t··
allowance out
petition forI.,·anr„i,
\1
« I·.
Κ rank Packard, int.' of II
petition for an allowann .nit t
presented by Lydta E. l'a. L u i. w'.
Herbert XV. Illlll*r,l.it< of Γ
petition for un a Ho «mure out of ;.
presented by Carrie Λ llll'ler, w!
Liishiiiii· \V Hulilmril, lit.
ceased ; petition for llecn-e to
real estate presented by John I! I'
W

trustee.

Λ111Η <». Mapl··», late ol
petition that the executrix ma\
convey real e^itte acrordlm;
sented liy Charles M. ΟΙΙΙΙηκΙι.ι

>

t··

Raille· M. (Ca*tvrlI) Tliorn
I'arta, deceased ; petition for Hi
convey real estate present·'·! bjr JI
administrator with the will aniuv
■■

I.lltl· liai·' of Γ

i.

«

administrator.

l.vrllu· A. Jmktou, lutceased; flnal aeeount present· Ί
by Walter L. Gray, executor.
Ittiihrii II. Hand, lite of

?■

f

Γ

'it··

ceased; llrst account present· Ι
Waller I!. lian t, a Iminlatrat ir ol
Kben K. Ranil, formerly executor of

t,

said Reuben I». Rand.

Edward K. Tniiilny, late
ceased: llrst account presented
U. Μ. Richardson, executor.

The

Filter

Innlirl M. Mlllrll, late of

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmed should he withWe have arrangout one.
ed with
Is

one

W. WALKER & SON

A.

sell

goods

our

in

the

M'f'g Co.,
Haine.

LOST
A red
name

Irish

of Rona.

Bennett."

<

Inform

BENNETT,
Paris, Maine.

Ixfot

!

petition for the appointment of .lobii κ
other suitable person iit. Β
tr*tor presented i»y John
creditor.
«on or some

A

ADDISON E. DERRICK, Judge Of -ul
true copy—Attest
ALBERT 1). PARK. Keif
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby tflvcs notice that li
been <luly appointe·!' administrator ··
estate of
LYDIA H I.I.Kit. late "f Hi
In the County of oxford, dMMHd, ai
bonds as the law directs. All |>·τ- i.

demandi agalnat the eatate of -1
deslred to present the same for ^· t*
all Indebted thereto are requested t..
ment immediately.
.1 uly 'ilat, J!*W.
KDWAltl) W Ι-1
FREDERICK K. I>> Kit.
notice.
The subscriber hereby (five* not!.
Ween duly appointed administrât.»
of
MARY ELLA I'KlRSON
hite of Woodstock.
In the County of Oxford, dcceaAll ρ»·ι
Itonds an the law direct*.
demanda against the estate of "at l
dpslred to present the same for -< tt
all Indebted thereto are requeate I
ment Immediately.
.1. KRANK
July 21st, 1908.

:

i.

NOTICE.
it!·
The subscriber hereby jives
has been duly appointed admlnl-trat

estate of
CORA Ε WALKER, late of I.
In the County of Oxfonl, decea-ι !.
bonds a» the law directs. All ρ·ί
demanda against ι,κ aaUll
are desired to present the same ι·>ι
and all Indebted thereto are n

setter, answers to
Immediately.
Collar marked "L. payment
AMELIA
July ilet, 190β.

FRANK

.ι

executor.

Strainer

and

»t

I
I vi'lliic A. Jirkuniii late ο
ceased; petition for determination ol
Inheritance tax presented by Wa t.

Dairy

Lewiston,

advertisers.

j

su···

David Chanilirrlnlll, itr of II irt
cesaed; petition for license to sell
real estate pi evented by Ten liroeck M

Willard

among

imbllehC'l three weeks

executor.

will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
or any vessel.
Read what
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

There la no other one thing
with which I have so much trouble as this lack of persistency

r

,·

Eleanor Whitman, late of W

of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who

THE VITAL NECESSITY

!

fortheCounty ofoxfoM.onil,.■ n
July, Id the year ■>! our I.. :
nine hundred an>l cljilii.
Tin·
having ticen presenu : for t:..
berctnafter Indicated, It 1? i.i r
That notice thereof he (fiver t·
It rested, by causing a copy oi

cca*ed; petition for llcente to cell
real estate presented by UcorK· I.

down!"

The man who saves when he has
He that saves
little is called stingy
when he has much is sai.I to be ju-

λΟΊΙι i:m.

llitvld Varnej·, late of I'ort·
tlnal account presented tor allow n
L. Ridlon, administrator.

Beautifully Arranged.

want a little money
Mr. L.-I'm very glad of
I.
Mrs
that.
(surprised!—Why are
yon glad? Mr L.—Because generally
you want u good deal.

ΓΚΟΒΛΤΙ

hereinafter nam«-i
At a Probate Court, 11

KlllrtH >1. Allrll of IIIΓΗ
r·
tlon for license to cell an.I convi
scnted by Ceb» M. Allen, imanliui:

Brown—Well, you've got the quar
tcr. Is your sister coming down?
"I've arranged it beautifully, old
chap. I told lier It was you llrst,
and she said to tell you she was out.
and then I said I was fooling and
that it was Charley .lones, and you
ought to have seen her hustle to get
Into a clean shirt waist! She'll be right

today. Fred.

Mainr.

To «Π person* tatereawi in either of the i>

ItolM-rt K.

don Answers.

A Change.

Lon^loy,

Norway,

petition for llccnseto aell an.I <>··
presented by Joseph Κ Llttleha

the door and said:

the burning deck"—he

j

MAINE.

"Landlady, I'm sloping I'm not like
otbei lodgers—I'm telling you."—Lon-

Larkln—I

Hj. M.

contract.

usual. Pat looked at it. bundled up a
few things In Ids handkerchief, walked

Mrs.

of Plumbing Goods.
The ':·<-·
oak woodwork for closets.
goods. Call and pee this line. [
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Adelaide K. Elliott. Lit'

like other landladies—I'm telling you."
Of course there was never any re
ductlon in Pat's bill One Saturday his
bill came to a larger amount than

to

A new Lot

οβΜβιΙ : petition tor Hcentc >·
real estate presented by car··.··

I'm telling you."
Next day It was an egg. and so on
Every day there was something taken
and put off with the remark, "I'm no:

a

felt tho flames and smoke.
His tongue was thick: his mouth was dry;
be felt that he would choke.
And from the far back scat· he heard a
whisper run about:
"Come buck. Tom, and take your seat
They've put the Are out!"
—Youth's Comoanlon.

Ρ BICE
«oc & ti.oo.
Trial Bottle Fret

lAUfi
UCHS

•

LDS

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNO TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB KONEY REFUNDED.

a

boy stood

LUNGS

THE

ations.

boy stood on the burning deck"—
second time he tried,
he forgot about the boy or If he
lived or died.
He only knew the burning deck was
something nice and cool
Beside the rostrum where he stood that
awful day In school.
"The

equipments

story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
a

"The

But

j

by all druggists.

no

Mrs. Lizzie S. Dyer.

towns

Jrdn.

•ale

Yours

to

with the rest of the beef. Press to"Ton can't imagine how it cheers an
gether firmly with a potato "asher, and old maid to be taken for a girl."
turn out the square loaf thus formed
"But it would cheer ber a good deal
Shave thin elices of
on to a baking pan.
The Dragon Fly.
more to be taken for a wife."
|»
•alt pork to lay under and over the
In some parts of th«· country this
meat. Dredge with flour and roast in a
NEW JERSEY EDITOR harmless, swift winged little creature
hot oven one hour and a half, basting WHAT A
Is called by the lugubrious name of
SATS.
frequently with hoi water and butter.
Most
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips- the "devil's darning needle."
MINT JELLY.
N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have children have seen it perhaps, with Its
burg,
Wash three quarts of grapes, fully used
many kinds of medicines for coughs long, tapering body and Its four wings,
grown but entirely green, and put them and colds in my family but never anyaliout with the quickness of
5ver the fire with three pints of boiling thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. darting
lightning over pools and other damp
Cook fifteen minutes, breaking I cannot
water
say too much in praise of it." places. And it is likely that some of
and mashing them with a wooden spoon, For sale
by all druggists.
you have the mistaken notion that the
Mea·turn into a jelly bag and
will
ure the juice and return it to the fire,
hl« '·»»/ fly may sling or bite you, but it
not niul cannot do either.
It does not
adding three sprigs of freshly bruised
even catch its prey with Its mouth,
spearmint; boil for twenty minute·,
ekim, removing the mint, and for each
oblHren Mtiullj but with its claws. Some people call
of
add
«cant
of
a
cup
cup
sugar
juice
It the mosquito hawk because It lives
which has been made hot in the oven.
almost entirely on that pestiferous litStir until it boils up, which will be alTEN YEARS IN BED.
tle bloodsucker. As a matter of fact,
most Instantly; remove any froth that
"For ten years I was confined to my the dragon fly Is of great service to us
rises, and it is ready to put Into glasses. bed with disease
of ray kidneys," writes In
destroying mosquitoes, flies and othThe color will be a very pale greenish
R. A. Gray, J. P., of Oakville, Ind. "It er
amber. A suspicion of coloring paste
objectionable Insects, and we should
was so severe that I could not move part
makes it a delicate mint green. This is
It to stay with us rather
encourage
best
of the time. I consulted the very
an especially choice jelly to serve with
than drive It η way.—Chicago News.
medical skill available, but eonld get no
meats.
relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was
Puzzle Your Brain·.
QREEN GRAPE MARMALADE.
recommended to me. It has been a
The puzzle Is to place
| | 9 | |
to
me."
Godsend
This is made In the same way, except
5 |
the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
|
that the fruit la put through a vegetable
1 | 8 |
U, 7, 8 and 9 in such
|
be
|
if
shall
I
ever
wonder
Dickson—I
of
a
Instead
press or tine colander
in
block
each
position
boil ten minutes, add three oops of rick enough to own a steam yacht.
Wickson—Um. That Isn't my ambi- that when any tier of three adjacent
itigar to four cups of the sifted fruit ana
blocks be added the sum will be 15—
twelve tion.
continue boiling for ten or
Dickson—What is?
that Is, the flgures must be bo arranged
minutes longer. This also may be colorWickson—I want to be rich enough that any three adjacent blocks added
ed and flavored with mint or rose geranium. The fruit, of courte, goes farther after I own one to run it for a few weeks together, either up, down, acroes or
in this form, and having more body, it is each season.
diagonally, will always make 15. We
a favorite with the little folke.-Good
have placed four figures properly—9, 5.
COLDS.
AND
SUMMER
HAY FEVER
Housekeeping.
1, 8. See if you can complete the
Viotlma of hay fever will experienoe block.
When making buttonholes In very «oft great benefit by taking Foley's Honey
or thin materials, rub a little library and Tar, as it stops difficult breathing
A Farfetched Joke.
on the wrong aide of the goods and immediately and heals the Inflamed air
I told my dachshund such a Jokel
let it dry before cutting the buttonhole. passage^, and even if It should fail to
I thought he did not see,
This give· a firm surface to work on, cnre you It will give instant relief. The
But ere Ave minutes had elapsed
He wasted his tail la (leel
and the paste will not discolor the moat gennine Is In a* yellow package. For

ielloat· nbriot.

MI think there is

n

scallops.

sea-

1906.

medicine equal Fresh
I keep
them in the house all the time, and
they save me a great many headaches.
blm I would not be without them."

phant is like

J>u"er

chopped onion, celery and poultry

ai,

BUY THE BEST, IT COSTS
NO MORE.
Everything clean,

to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters.

thoroughly

v.w

gasoline gives out and leaves you stuck
One and one-half pounds of chopped
away up youder in a cloud bank, how
round of beef. It is well to have some are
you going to get a team of horses to
suet evenly mixed through the meat.
you out?"
pull
Season with salt and pepper. Prepare a
bread crumb dressing as for turkey,
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is sold
using two cups of soft crumb·, one-half under a
positive guarantee to cure oonof
and
a
cud of melted butter
seasoning

Brunswick, Me., Aug.

PARIS BAKERY.

Capt.

Stew in salt water until tender.
a quart of ordinary egg batter.
Sift two cupe of flour with twoteaspoons of baking powder and a pinch of
salt. Add one and one-balf cups of □Itch an' promenade to seats.
milk, two tablespoons of batter, melted, —Buffalo News.
The Weeping Willow.
and two eggs beaten until light. Butter
It stands for grace.
Worth a Trial.
a baking dish
well. Put a layer of
Why call It a weeper?
the chicken in the bottom and pour over
Cyrus Brady, the author and clergyIt Is simply lithe and supple.
this one cup of the batter. Add chicke
man, told at a dinner a story about
It Is famous since Bible times.
and batter until the dish is full. Dust charity.
each layer with pepper and salt and use
Do you know how it came here?
"A millionaire," said Dr. Brady, "lay
one-half cup of melted butter, Ροα'ι"Κ dying. He had lived a life of which, as
We have It by way of "Merrle Old
Bake he now looked back on It, he felt none
«orne over each layer of chicken.
England."
in the oven and serve with gravy.
too proud. To the minister at his bedIt came to Englan.l from Smyrna In
Hido he muttered weakly:
a drum of flgs.
BAKINU POWDER BISCl'IT.
"If I leave a thousand or so to the
It was sent to Alexander Popt, who
To one quart of sifted flour sift in one church will my salvation be assured?"
It near his villa at Twickenof
bakplanted
four
teaspoons
teaspoon of salt,
The minister answered cautiously:
ing powder and two teaspoons of sugar.
"I wouldn't like to be poeitive, but it ham, on the Thames.
A twig from It was brought to BosWet to a rather stiff dough with sweet is well worth trying."
milk. Then stir in half a cup of
ton by a young British officer in 1773.
to
and lard (mixed half and half)
In a hurry.
This twig was presented to Washa creamy consistency—do not let it go
A traveler, finding that he had a ington's stepson, young Custls, who
hot. Turn out on to the floured moldcouple of hours in Dublin, called a cab planted It at Abingdon, Va.
ing board and knead it well, as you and told the driver to drive him around
General Gates admired It, took a slip
Pat in
would to make good bread.
for two hours. At first all went well, and planted It at the entrauco to his
more flour, if necessary, but do not make
but soon the driver began to whip up bis
farm, the spot l>elng now Third avenue
it stiff. Rub your mixing bowl out
horse so that they narrowly escaped
and Twenty-second street, New York
clean, butter it well and return the several collisions.
Record.
dough to the bowl. Put a little soft
"What's the matter?" demanded the city.—Philadelphia
butter over the top, cover closely an
so
are
driving
you
"Why
passenger.
stand in a cool place four or five hours.
Fruit Sculpture.
recklessly? I'm in no hurry."
If wanted for tea, make them In the
Fruit sculpture is a uew amusement.
"Ah, g'wan wld yez," retorted the
them
to
bake
want
When
you
morning.
cabby. "D'ye think I'm going to put in The picture shows how a hen may be
turn them out on the mixing board with
the whole day drivin' you around for made out of a banana.
The nest on
only a little flour on the board. They two hours? Gitap!"—The Pathfinder.
which the mother bird sits with outwill not stick. Roll thin. Or roll quite
thin and a little larger, dab with melted
She Was Lonely.
butter, fold over and you have a delicious
Parker house roll. A trial proved this
Mary Helen, four years old, is very
novel method a complete success.
brave, and is usually perfectly willing
for her mother to leave her after she is
PLANKED HALIBUT.
put to bed, and has been given her
Select large elices of chicken halibut; favorite doll. But one night after she
fasten them upon an oiled oak plank. had been left a short while she called
Brush over with butter and season with loudly for her mother.
"Why, Mary Helen!" her mother
salt, onion juice, pepper and
Bake over a dripping pan thirty
asked, "what is the matter with you?"
"I'm tired of staying up here with
in a quick oven, basting frequently with
butter. Serve the flsh on the plank, gar- nobody but God and my dolly. I want
nished with potato chips and broiled somebody with skin on," she sobbed.
tione.
Make

how could the} ?
It so happened one morning that an
elephant was driven dowu the road
where they stood, and they asked the
driver to let him stop so that they

Sa V 6 Much
Sickness

Desirable Residence for Sale,

ago we received a letter
signed "Methuselah" in which he sarcastically referred to our age and inex- In the pin and if you continue the esperience. Here's a portion of it:
periment will finally pierce it entirely.
"Why, every time you get to speaking
of old times I feel like lambasting you
Game of 8heep and Wolf.
with the end of a harness trace. Old
Tear a piece of paper into as many
about
know
times, indeed! What do you
as there are players and on each
old times? Why the other day you had a pieces
write some number representing
poem about an old-fashioned dance and piece
I'll bet you a five-dollar note you never an hour in the day. As there are only
in your life: I'll bet you twelve hours, there can only be twelve
saw one
couldn't call an old-fashioned dance if it numbers, but If more than twelve are
was to save your gizzard."
playing you can make some of the
Couldn't we though, Mister Smarty uumhers half hours, says McOall's
reachReader! It is true that we haven't
Magazine.
ed that age where we respire artificially,
On one piece of paper mark a cross
oor do we figure to any great extent in
then shake all the numbers In a
the current advertising testimonials for and
The
But don't you think we hat, each player drawing out one.
ear trumpets.
cross on
haven't danced an old-fashioned dance! one who gets tbe slip with the
Nor don't you think we couldn't call one It Is the "wolf," while the other playif anybody asked us; just to show you, ers are called the "sheep."
here goes :
A ring Is then formed by the sheep,
Genu to the right, ad' swing or cheat.
the wolf standing In the middle. The
Balance all an* do-*e-do!
sheep then call out, "What time will
9wlng your eals an' run away!
JI-.
Λ.
l-l-i
„1J
1#1M
unrc
vu
Right an* left an' gent· ta*hay !
Let
'«r
go!
S'lute yer partners!
out any hour he happens to
rails
Wolf
On to the next gal an' repeat.
Balance next and don't be ahv !
think of.
8wtng yer pard an' awing 'er high'
Then the sheep who holds the slip
Bunch the gala an circle round I
WQacK yer ieei unm me uuuu<·.
eorresjmnding to the number called by
form a basket! Breakaway!
the wolf starte to run. If he can get
Swing an' awing an' all gee away.
round the ring three (lines before being
Al-manleft an' balance all!
!
fall
let
'em
an'
Lift yonr hoof·
caught by the wolf, he Is enfe; If not,
*wlng your onposttes ! Swing again !
he must be wolf. The game keeps up
Kt*s the sagenens if you kin !
Back to partners, dose-do!
until all have had their turn at being
ΚII jlne hand· an' off ye go !
wolf.
Gents salute yer honey sweets !
Several

How the Blind Men Described an El·*
phant by Sense of Touch.
There were on»·** fis blind men wbc
burl often heard of elephuuts, but wht
bad never seen one. for. being blind,

A cart will canvass
He is round and smooth and sharp.
South Paris every afternoon.
He is mope like α spear than anything
We solicit your patronage.
else."
H. N. Bolster homeThe
The thirt! happened to take bold of
situated in South Paris village,
the elephant's trunk. "Both of you are stead
finished, hot water heat
who
said.
be
"Anybody
wrong,"
attached,
modern
eleall
that
this
and
see
can
knows anything

(who

out after Cocks) let fly at her with
both Barrels and wounded her, not, however, so badly but that she managed to
get away, and presently to rejoin her
Mate in a Place of Safety.
"Did you ever hear the Like?" she
ducked, in furious Indignation. "When
it Is the Immemorial Privilege of us
Hens to be exempt from Powder and
Shot at the end of the Season!"
Her mate replied:
"This is unreasonable, my dear Partlet. Tou cannot expect, while claiming
the Status of the Cock Bird to retain
also the immemorial Privilege of the
Hen."
Moral: Woman cannot be both Feminine and Masculine.—London Truth.
was

An Experiment That Require·
In Balancing.

SEEING WITHOUT EYES.

out dinner roll lined with
grandfather there was an immediate call scooped A
banana is the hen's body,
No flowers.
to weigh the infant.
Ksy to th« Puzzler.
The next time you cook the scallop, for scales
it was de- the wlugs, tail and topknot being of
No. 212.—Insertions; Gerui-i-natloii. instead of
frying it in egg and crumb«in other scales being available,
cided to use grandpa's fish scales. So plaited white paper. Black shoe butman-l-kiu. the time-honored way, try
rum-l-natlon.
an-i-mate,
these were brought forth, and the sur- tons form the eyes.
penn-l-less, man-l-fold, mar-l-gold, hand Use a fine wire broiler, well
butte™j»
of those present was unbounded
1-cap, nian-l-cure, cap-l-tally, Rub-I-cou, pack the scallops, (the small ones have prise
the little baby,
the nicest flavor) closely together, and when it was found that
char-l-table.
Extinguished.
20 pounds.
on each side, but a few hours old, weighed
No. 213.—Added Letter 1'uzzle: Aught, broil about three minutes
"The boy stood on the burning deck.
brownare
until
the
or
scallops
slightly
Whence all but him had fled"—*
naught; cater, cauter; ape, uape; bug.
New Perils.
ed Heap them upon a hot platter, duet
I
When Tommy Glbbs stood up to sp«-ak
bang; arrow, narrow; aloe, alone; ave. with salt and pepper, garnish with
air"the
the
said
he had It in his head.
motorist,
"No, sir,"
nave; pod, pond; ay, nay: rave, raven; quarters of lemon and watercress or ship is utterly impractical."
But when he saw the schoolroom full of
visitors he knew
lad, land; hug, hung; slat, slant.
"Do you speak as a scientist?"
parsley and serve with melted butter in
knees and
weak
his
parching
From
No. 214.—Aunt Mlrandy's Shopping: the sauce boat.
"No, sir. As a man of experience.
tongue the words had nil (led too.
break· or your
Aunt Mlrandy started out with $20.
engine
your
Suppose
BEEF LOAF.

1M :■ o.uaATiim
BtUAEUUiU

railings moon,

WITH

ding dish with pared whole peaches;
cover with biscuit dough nearly an inch
thick.
Set on top of range tightly
covered with a pie pan or lid, so that
the crust may cook by the steam from
the fruit. When done (try with broom
straw), cut a slit in top big enough to
pour in one cup of sugar, one-half cup
of boiling water and two tablespoons of
Set in oven
butter melted together.
until crust is brown. The sugar, water

BROILED

Organs.

a

enough flavor. Trim off the outer crust,
cut the loaf into thick elices. Warm a
deep serving dlsb. Stew the berries
with a little water and no sugar. When
slightly cooked remove where they will
keep hot without cooking. Dip a slice
of bread in the hot berries and put into
the serving dish, put a layer of berries
on the mointenéd bread, then repeat until all the bread and berries are used; if
any juice remains, pour it on top. Cover
with a warm dish to retain the heat and
keep warm until served, but do not let
the cover press on the pudding. Serve
with the following sauce: Beat the white
of one egg with a pinch of salt, then add
the jolk and beat until well mixed. Add
one cup of sugar gradually and beat
till thoroughly blended. Add one tablespoon of hot milk and beat till mixed. It
should be a uniform mixture, as thick as
another
molasses.
If necessary add
tablespoon of hot milk, but it should not
sauce.
as
an
be so thin
ordinary

Α

the whittle blew for noon.
His simple lunch was tjuickly done
Without the aid of fork or spoon.
He closed his dinner pull with great
Just

for
N.t pi :ti alar about location,
wish to h
r lout on.sr only who
will sell dii.ct :o buyer.
Give price,
description heJ state <*àcn possession
can bo had. Addioss.
LDa**tm::s* %,
M.T.

Clmue· tad btmutifW· the hair.
Prumol·· a luxuriant fitjwth.
Ν·τ·Γ Fails to Bestar· Qraj
Hair to Ita Youthful Color.
a hair tailing
Cum nip
Uk, tod IU·. »! l>ni£(i*u

fermented

No. 224.—Charade.
The miner dropped hie heavy one

C. E. Cushman.
8. Γ. Abbott.
H. W. Poor.
W. tt. Cushman.
C. K. Poor.
F. P. Thomas.

WANTED

Maine.

....

A

gratification.

STATE OF ΧΛΙ.ΎΕ.
DOC XT Y OK OXFORD, 89.
Board of County Commissioners, May session,
b«». held by adjournment June 17,1908.
I' PON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioners
are responsible, ami that Inquiry Into the merits
of their application Is expedient, Ιτ ιβθκι>κκκι>,
tliat the County Commissioners meet at the
Post office at Amlover Corner, In said County,
on Friday, August 28, 190$, next, at ten of the
clock. A.' M., and thence proceed to view the
route mentioned In said petition; Immediately
after which view a bearing of the parties and
at some contheir witnesses Will be liad
such
venient
place !n the vicinity and
the
In
taken
measures
premises
other
as the commissioners shall judge proper. And
It Is further Οκυκκκυ. that notice of the time,
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations lute reste·!, by causing attested copies of
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
served upon the Clerk of the Town of Andover, and also
posted up In three public
places In said town, and published three weeks
successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed at Paris, In said County of Oxford, the first of said publications, and each
uf the other notices, to be made, served and
posted, at least thirty days before said time of
meeting, to the end that all persons and corporations may then and there appear and shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petl
tloners should not be granted.
ATTK8T-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court
thereon.
Attkst—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Matched Pine

Sts.,

[SKAL.]

Builders' Finish I
of

:

C. A. French.
L. K. Barnes.
C. A. Rand.
A. A. Berry.
W. M K irues
J. f. Talbot.

|

—

No. 223.—Dissected Words.
My first Is the past tense of the verb
of posture.
My second Is the present singular of
the verb to be.
My third Is a manufactory.
My three combined Is a sense of

»

€HA1DLEK,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS
9Ue or Style at reasonable prices.

1Λ?ΐτ

Γο the Honorable Board of Commissioners for
the County of Oxford :
The undersigned residents of Andover unci
i>elng responsible menons, most respectfully
represent that common convenience ami necessity require a new location, alterations, discontinuances ami gradlug In the highway as now
traveled between the i>oet office at South Amlover an<l the dwelling house of David P. Richards, namely : starting at or near the post office
thence In a northwesterly direction accroee the
pasture of the James Stevens farm, so-called,
now occupied by Philip C. Hoyt, by the most
feasible route to the Hanson farm, so-called,
now occupied by Mr·. Simon linker, thence following the same general direction by the most
feasible route to the present highway to a polut
at or mar the Une between the laud now occupied bv Mrs sitoon Baker aud David P. Richards. Wherefore, your petitioners π quest your
Honors. aft«r due notice to view the pn-uilees,
hear all persons Interested and make such discontinuances, new locations and grading In the
premises above described as In your judgment
'inmon convenience and necessity may require.
Dated at Andover this twenty fourth day of
June, 1908.

)

222.—Pyramid.

hypoteuuse

Right
liquor.

suiall

MAINE,

NORWAY,

point

No.

Base—A warrior.
Altitude—A headless nail.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Fletolier,

Confectioner.

|

patterns and clean

to close out odd

is

PUDDING.

Use a small stale loaf of baker's bread
and one quart of blueberries or tart
blaokberries; huckleberries have not

goes by that

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
Pleasant

BKBBY

PEACH COBBLE».

GOOD SIGHT."

6

with butter, salt,

pepper. Cover with bread crumbs and
bake twenty minutes in a hot oven.

This is unlike the dish that

"GLASSES RIGHT.

South Paris.

season

MABCULUTB

8POD8Ï

batter,and

GUESS.

NEVER

canned peas;

FABLB
VIES

THE

Take green peppers, seed and boil ten
minutes in water in which has been put THE ED1T0B AND THE OLD-FASHIONED
Fill with grated cheese,
a pinch of soda.
DANCE.
fry in hot lard.
dip in

know when

to

FEA8.

WITH

STUFFED

TOMATOES

▲

FOB

ûeasoo,

ReTake medium-sized tomatoes.
move the centers, bot leave the skins
Fill each with fresh cooked or
on

PEPPEBS STUFFED

and at the

the

you

some

No. 220.—Purxlers.
a bark witbout a noise.
a trunk witbout a lid.
has feet, yet cannot walk?
has bauds, yet cannot feel?
lias ears, yet cannot hear?

perfectly centered
How
Eyee.

be held
are

a

and that the lenses

before

AT

W.O.

Uttle less
a worthless weed.
My magic—can you guess?
Tou'll And a measure—heed
The change that from It makes
A syllable tor singing;
And now one more It takes
And leaves a vowel ling'rlng.
For with
I stand

L. M. TUFTS,

A. W. WALKER & SON,

a

No. 219.—Decapitation».
I pas· through many a phaae
By dropping Just a tetter.
First I'm an intent gaae.
Then nothing any better.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Machine at a moment's
notice at

Will find

of hair.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Walter A. Wood

Recipes.

No, 218.—Word Squares.
I.—A cupola. A place for baking. A
reward. Extreme pointa.
ImA Latin poet
II.—Affection.
pure. The first garden.
IIL—An officer in the army. A girl's
What «he does when be proname.
A group of elgbt.
Unplayed
pose·.
passages in music.
Courage. To
IV.—An occurrence.
make joyful. Promise· to pay. A lock

Machine.
Remember you

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladle·
U soQclted. Address: Editor flomiHIIM'
Column, Oxford Demoorat, South Part·, Me.

TO PIERCE Α ΡΓΜ."

The Heo Phaaeaat and Mât·.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Τ

\

v\

'■

-·

I

°ΰΖ· Early Risei*s
The famous little pll'*·

ijyiai'.uswu;

They lack

the nerve to fight long and hard.
While they will expend a good

deal of cash and energy In making a alngle plunge, they will

grow tired If called upon to expend the same amount through

a

campaign of six months.

The

road

to

moeei·

1·

aphlll road all the war.
aot try to apart.

·■

Do

For a little way it goes easy,
and you get over the ground fast,
but the goal seems all the farther away when the nervous en-

ergy In that apurt Is spent There
but 40 per cent of advertisers

are

who make their advertising pay.
The rest never learned that
peratateney ia adTertlala*
la the oao vital neceaaltr.

They jumped into advertising
without preparation In the way
of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from

wasting

H.

They

failed to con-

sider that the creation of trade

through advertising was
process.—Inland Printer.

a

Clean

f.

^

ηψ ηπς

Nutritious
Excellent

·'

V

Genuine
Faultless

Worthy

Helpful

Reliable

long

merchants
Buoceaaful
as·
columns persistently.

our

HOIOf Ι·Ι·ΙΘ·Ι»Ι010Ι0Ι0Μ

'i the Cook

